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HALOGEN LIGHT DIMMER
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The popularity of halogen light is still increasing, and rightly
so because of some distinct advantages: the colour
temperature is agreeable and excellent to work by, the
efficiency is relatively high, and the lamps are powered by a
low voltage. One disadvantage of halogen lights is rarely
mentioned, however, although it is pretty obvious:
conventional light dimmers can not be used. In this article an
ingenious circuit is described to overcome that disadvantage.

Design by T. Giesberts

THERE are several ways of control-
ling the intensity of a lamp. The

simplest and most obvious of these is
to Inser-t a high-power adjustable resis-
tor in the supply line 10 the lamp.
Theoretically. there is no objection
against thts solutton. In practtce. how-
ever. the power lost (in the form of
heat) via the resistor increases as the
lamp intensity is reduced. Agatn. thts
is no problem in theory. but most of
you will balk at the energy was te
caused by a red-glowing resistor arid a
lamp lighting at. say. a quarter 01" its
nominal intensity. Fortunately, the se-
ries reststor method has never made it
to large scale use wi th halogen Itghts.
and it is easy to see why.
A mueh more elegant alternative is

t.he acljustable transformer, or auto-
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transformer. which held a very streng
position for quite some time as a light
dimmer in theatres and cinemas. With
the arrival of thyristors and triacs, the
autotransformer 800n disappeared.
and the prtnctple of voltage contral was
replaced by phase contral.

Phase control
Although an autotransfonner is an in-
teresting piece of technology, tt is a
fairly costly and cumbersome device.
These disadvantages da not apply to
the competitive tech ntqu e. phase re-
ductton. also known as phase contr-ol
or phase cutting. Light dimmers oper-
ating on this prtnctple are just as com-
pact and inexpensive as the previously
mentioned adjustable reststors. but

that 18as rar as the comparison goes
because they are virtually free Irom the
'energy wastc' disadvantage.
Phase control is achieved with the

aid of a fast electronic switch (usually a
trtac). which is driven in such a way
that it is closed during a section of the
each period of the alternating supply
voltage. In this way, pieces are 'cu t out"
of lhe phase. During the time the
swttch is open, no current flows. so no
energy is wasted in the regulating de-
vtce. The operation of the phase control
is illustrated in Fig. 1. As soon as the
aHernating voltage is past the zero
crossover point, and about to increase
in the positive or negative dtrectton, a
capacitor is charged via an Re net-
work. Almost instantly, the trtac is
fired (triggered) by a pulse generated
by the charged capacitor. The triac
starts to conduct, and swttches on the
lamp. The lamp ltghts only brtefly.
however, because the trtac stops to
conduct as soon as the current which
Ilows through the device drops below
the so-caJled 'hold' level. That hap-
pens. obviously. when the alternating
voltage reaches the next zero crossover
point. which causes the trrac to be
swilched off, and wait for the next utg-
ger pulse.
By comparing the left-hand and

right-hand section of Fig. 1. tt be-
comes clear how the intensity of the
lamp can be made adjustable. By in-
cluding a potentiometer in the prevt-
ously mentioned Re network, the
instant at which the capacttor is suffi-
ciently charged to furnish the trtgger
pulse, becomes variable. If an 'earty
inslant is set (left-hand part of Fig. 1),
the trtac will conduct the largest part
of each half period. Consequently. the
lamp will light at an intensity just
below tts maximum. By increasing the
Re time (right-hand drawtngl. the triac
ts fired much later. so that the lamp
lights much shorter. If the ftrtng pulse
arrives just before the next zero cross-
rng. the lamp will hardly light because
it is on for a very small part of each
half perrod.

Phase control with
halogen lights
Unfortunately the transformer used
with halogen lights makes it impossible
to apply the above prtnciple of phase
cutting straight away to achieve tntcn-
sity control. While anormal tncandes-
cent lamp fcrms a fairly 'ncat'
non-reactive load. the transforrner
used to step down the matns voltage to
the halogen lamp supply voltage of
12 V or 24 V is a highly inductive load.
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Fig. 1. In a phase reduction dimmer circuit, the lamp is only on tor an (adjustable) part of each
half period of the alternating supply voltage. This is achieved with the aid of a triac, which is
triggered by an Re circuit, and switched off again (automatically) on each zero crossover
point of the alternating voltaqe.

Consequently, current and voltage are
not in phase. causing a lot of trouble.
ASSUI11ing that a phase centrot circuit
is used to 'dtm' a transformer, it will
often happen that a firing pulse arrtves
at the triac gate when the current, in-
stead of the voltage, passes a zero
crossover point. If that happens. the
tnac can not possibly start to conduct
because It passes a current wh ich is
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below the hold level. The result of the
reactive component presented by the
transformer prtmary is erratic behav-
iour of the control,
Can we do something about that?

The first solutton would appear to use
a triac with a very low hold current, be-
cause that reduces the rtsk of faulty
trtggertng considerably. However, this
is considered 'cheap' by many. and
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Fig. 2. To make sure that the dimmer operates reliably with the inductive load presented by
the transformer primary, the AC network Is extended with a capacitor to provide a burst of
trigger pulses, rather than a single pulse.
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goes round the actual problem. The
real solution obviously lies in condi-
ttontng the trtggcr pulse. 'Two options
are available: {L]the firing pulse may
be made wider so that it lasts beyond
zero crosstngs of the current, should
these occur, or (2) each pulse is re-
peated a couple of times at very short
intervals.
The second option is adopted for the

present circuit, and a glance at the cir-
cuit diagram in Fig. 2 shows the prac-
tjcal implementation.
The triac control proper is shown in

the rtght-hand part of the diagram.
Forgetting about C3 for a mornent, i.e.,
assuming P. and R3to shunt Ra, leaves
you wtth an ordinary dimmer circuit.
Capaetter C4 is charged via resistors
R3. ~, Pj and Rs. After a certarn time,
which is adjustable wtth PI, the charge
contained in C4 is large enough for diac
D] to start conducting, so that a firing
pulse ts applied to the gate of trtac Tri r.
Consequently, the trrac conducts. and
so Iorrns a connection between K1 and
K2, i.e.. the input and the output of the
dimmer circurt. So Iar. nothing new.
The operation of the circuit is made

special by the capacitor we 'forgot
about' in the above descnption. In fact,
C3 is charged virtually simultaneously
with C4, and functtons as a reservoir
device for the latter. Immediately after
D] starts to conduct, and apart of the
charge of C4 has 'disappeared' in the
gate of Trt, . the capacitor is almost in-
stantly recharged by C3 via R3• caustng
another trtggcr pulse at the triac gate.
This happens a couple of ttrnes, so that
the trtac gate is fed with bursts of three
or four trtgger pulses. The triac trtgger
burst is shown in the oscillogram in
Fig.3.
The remainder of the ctrcutt is a11

plain sailing. and requlres hardly any
further explanation, since the compo-
nents used are found in nearly every
dimmer ctrcuit. Brtefly. network Rj-C1

prevents voltage surges caused by the
inductive load from 'kültng' the trtac.
The combination of inductor Li and ca-
pacitor C2 keeps the spurious stgnals
caused by the trtgger circuit away from
the mains Ilnes. where they would gtve
rtse to interference in other equipment.
Reststor R2, finally, acts as a 'bleeder'
across capacitor C2, preventing dan-
gerous voltages on the circuit output
when the load is disconnected.
The tri ac used in the dimmer, fi-

nally, is just the thing for the present
appiication: it has a hold currenr of
only 50 mA, and is capable of wtth-
standing short pulses of up to 63 AI

Building the dimmer
For ease of construction as well as for
safety:s sake. the dimmer is best butlt
on the printed ctrcurt board shown in
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Fig. 4_ Unfortunately this PCB is not
available ready-made through our
Readers Services, so you have to etch
and drill it yourself.
Construction should be easy for the

'average' horne constructor. Be sure,
however, to pay attention to the speci-
fications of the components used.
Capacitors CI and C2 must be rated at
630 VDC, and potentiometer PI must
be a type with a plastic spindle. Do not
use an ordinary choke for LI, but a real
suppressor choke capable of handling
up to 3 A. The triac can make do with-
out aheat-sink if the load current does
not exceed about 1 A (P approx.
200 W)_If you intend to use the dim-
mer for higher currents (for instance,
for a 300-W ceiling uphght), the triac
must be fitted with a small heatsink.
The maxtmurn current the circuit is ca-
pable of supplying is about 2.5 A (ap-
prox. 500 wr.
Since a dimmer is invariably con-

nected directly to the mains, every pre-
caution should be taken to ensure
electrical safety. Most parts in the cir-
cuit are at mains potential. and are,
therefore, extremely dangerous to
touch. Never touch any part while
the circuit is connected to the
mains. Always disconnect the cir-
cuit from the mains before doing
any measurement or adjustment.
Mount the dimmer in an all-ABS enclo-
sure, and provide sturdy grommets
.and strain reliefs on the mains cables
connected to KI and K2- •

Fig.3. LeCroy 9410 oscilloscope screendump showing the trigger 'Burst and the alternating
supply voltage. If one of the pulses in the burst happens to coincide with the zero crossover
point, there is always another to trigger the triac.
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Fig. 4. Populating this printed circuit board should not take you more than half an hour or so
(PCS not available ready-made through the Readers Services).
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RS232 SPEEDOMETER
Serial ports are frequently used for long-distance
communication between computer equipment. The speed at
which data is conveyed on such a link is called the baud rate, a
figure indicating the number of bits transmitted per second.
Unfortunately, in practice there are often gross differences
between the programmed and the actually achieved data
speed. The circuit described here measures the actual speed of
RS232 data.

Design by D. van de Vliet

TWOInterfaces may be Iound on vtr-
tually any computer: the parallel

Centronics Interface, and the serial
RS232 interface. These two communi-
cation ports allow the computer to ex-
change data with peripheral devices
and/ar other computers. The big ad-
vontage of the parallel port is the rela-
tively high speed at which data may be
transmitted. A single write command

to this port is sufficient to transmit
elght databits at a time. On the down
stde. the parallel port requires a large
number of wires. Apart Irorn the ctght
data lines there are at least two contral
lines. and a ground line. That rs
11 lines for a minimum configuratron.
When the parallel link is relatrvely
lang, crosstalk between the individual
lines increases, but may be suppressed

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Baudrate:
Compatible:
Connection:
Signaliine:
Measurement:
Display:
Readout:
Data format:

300 to 19,200 bits per second
with any RS232 interface
inserted into link between equipment
RxD or TxD; selection via jumper
exact data speed
four 7-segment LEDdisplays
datawords per second
all existing formats supported

to some extent by adding a screen
around every signal line. All in all, a lot
of copper wires are required to set up a
reliably operatrug parallel connection.
The parallel port is, therefore, less
suitable far long-distance communica-
tion.
The second interface 15 the serial

RS232 port, which transmits one btt at
a time. In principle, two wtres, a stgnal
wire and a ground wire, are sufficient
to set up a fast and reliable data con-
ncctton. A disadvantage of the serial
port is that quite a few control signals
are required lo prevent data betng lost.
Essentially, two solutions are available
to implement handshaking between
the sending and the receiving device:
hardware (RTSjCTSj and software
(XONjXOFF, EOTjACK, and others).
Hardware handshaking is fast but
needs a mtntmum of two extra wires.
The software solution does not need
extra wtres, but slows down the com-
munication because control com-
mands are inserted between the data
stgnals, Fortunately, a serial link with
hardware handshaking has Iewer wires
than a parallel link.

Serial it will be
Once it has been decided to use serial
communication between two computer
devices. it is necessary to agree on a
number of transmissten parameters
which apply to the transrrutter and the
receiver. Apart from the transmisston
speed (baud rate), the error checking
method (parity bit) and the number of
stop bits have to be made identical at
both ends of the serial link. Normally.
astart and a stop bit are appended to
the etght databits. so that aserial word
coriststs of 10 bits. The parity bit ts
rarely used these days. In the excep-
tional case of two stap bits and a partty
bit being added, the serial word con-
stets of 12 bits.
Figure 1 shows the structure of 10-

btt and 12-bit serial wards. The nUID-
bers 10 and 12 are essential when
dctcrmtrung the effective speed of a se-
rial link. At a baud rate of 1,200. the
maximum number of 10-bit words that
can be transmttted per secand is 120,
or 100 if 12-bit words are used.
The baud rate selection depends on

a number af factars. If the computer
communicates with a peripheral which
is located nearby, a high baudrate, for
instance, 19.2 kbitjs, may be used. Ir.
on the other hand, a very long cable is
used, a lawer speed has to be chosen to
enable 1.henegative effects of stray ca-
pacitance introduced by thc cable to be
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RS232 SPEEDOMETER 11I
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Fig. 1. Structure of 10-bit (Iett) and 12-bit (right) serial words. Words consist of databits, a start bit, a parity blt, and one or two stop bits.
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suppressed.
Note that so far we have only been

discussing the actual speed of the in-
terface. By ustng data compression al-
gortthms, the effective speed of aserial
link can be boosted considerably. As a
result of compression techniques, each
bi t conveyed via the cable is gtvcn a
certain 'added value,

The exact speed
As already noted. the speed at which a
serial link is to operate ts determined
to a large extent by the baudrate. There
are. however, other factors that deter-
mine the comrnunication speed. Bcth
at the transmitter and the receiver end

of the cable. a microprocessor orten
needs time to do a lot of calculaUons
before tt is able to transmit or receive a
byte. Obviously, this is a slowing-down
faetor, particularly if the calculations
are complex, and no buffering is imple-
mented. The delay is caused by the
handshaking protocol. which halts the
communication for the time needed by
the microprocessor to do its number
crunching. Consequently, the serial
link ts much slower than one would ex-
peet from the baud rate set on the
trarismtttcr and the receiver.
Equipment fitted with data buffers

Is less affected by delays because the
data flow can be maintained while the
processor is busy calculating. Unfor-

tunately it ts not always evident if such
a buffer is present inside a certain pe-
ripheral, so that the actual data speed
achieved on a data link can only be
measured by a special instrument.
Such an instrument is described here.

The circuit
The circuit diagram of the RS232
speedometer is gtven in Fig. 2. The
heart of the circuit is fonned by a
UART (universal asynchronous re-
ceiver /transmttter). IC3, a type
COM8017 or AY3-1015. This JC is ca-
pable of convcrttng parallel data into
sertal. and vice versa. To be able to do
this. t.he UART only requires a clock
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Fig.2. Circuit diagram of the RS232 speedometer. Most of the work is done by a UART type COM8017.
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COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

signal which determines the bit speed.
Only a small section of the UART is
used in the present circuit. None the
less, the approach is economical, since
a discrete circuit capable of doing ser-
ial-to-parallel conversion with checks
on stop bits and parity would be more
expensive. The non-used inputs of the
UARThave been made inactive.
The UARTis reset by network R2-C3.

Behind it sits a display circuit built
with a Harris Semiconductor type
ICM7217A, IC6, and four Siemens LED
displays type HD1107. Every time the
UART receives a valid word, its DAV
(data available) output supplies a posi-
tive pulse transition (rising edge) which
causes the contents of the counter
contained in IC6 to be increased by
one. What remains to be done at this

stage is to set up a time slot within
which the number of DAV pulses is
counted. Fortunately, that is not a
problem because the circuit contains a
baudrate generator which can also be
used to create a suitable timing signal
for the counter.
The oscillator built around quartz

crystal XI operates at. a frequency of
4.91 MHz. To obta in the desired clock
signals, the 4.91-MHz clock is fed to
the cascade of divide-by-two ripple
counters contained in ICI.
The desired baudrate is selected

with the aid of switches contained in
SI' The UART expects a clock fre-
quency which equals 16 times the
baudrate on the serial link. Hence,
output Q13 of ICI (pin 3) supplies a
stgnal with a frequency of 300 Hz

930119 errose
K1

930119

Fig. 3. Artwork of the printed circuit board designed for the RS232 speedometer (peB not
available through the Readers Services).

(4.9152 MHzj214). The 300-Hz stgnal
is divided by 300 with the aid of a
bistable wired as a divide-by-two scaler
(IC4a). and a presettable counter (IC5).
The result is a I-Hz signal at pin 14 of
IC5'
The combination of the counter, the

display, and the I-Hz reference signal
allows the number of DAVpulses that
occur within one second to be readily
measured, so that the exact number of
data words conveyed via the serial link
in one second is accurately known.
The circuit uses two steps to store

the counter information. First, the neg-
ative-going edge of the STORE signal
(IC5pin 14) is used to copy the counter
contents into an output regtster, and
from there to the display. Next, areset
signal (IC4b, pin 12) resets the counter
in IC6. Bistable IC4b is wired to operate
as a monostable multivibrator (MMV).
It generates areset signal on the posi-
tive-going stgnal edge that appears at
the output of IC5 every second. The
mono time of the MMVis determined
by network R3-C4.
Four brtght displays indicate how

many bytes (not bits!) reached the re-
ceiver during the last second. Usually,

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl = 4-way
R2,R12 =
R3,R4=
R5-R1
R13=
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the readout will tndtcate a vaJue which
ts at least 10 ttrnes smaJler than the set
baud rate (remember, 10 bits are
needed for every ward). The advantage
of the byte-speed readout is that the
user has a clear indication of the
amount of information conveyed. The
dectmal pofnt in L03 is on continu-
ously to make the displayed vaJue eas-
ily readable.
It is important to note that the speed

measurement works correctly only If
hardware [RTS/CTS. etc.) handshak-
tng is used. Software handshaking
uses start and stop commands which
are also conveyed via thc data lines.
Obviously, these commands are recog-
nized as valid databytes by lhe
speedometer. while they are not data
proper. Since software handshaking ts
hardly used any more, you probably
need not worry about this deftctency of
the speedometer.
The rest of the ctrcutt is reaJly

stratghtforward stuff. The sertal input
signal is buffered by JC2•• a type
LM1489. As already mentioned, switch
SI is used to select the dealred data
speed, while 82 allows you to select the
number of stop btts. the partty check,
and the number of databits contained
in a byte. The function of the two
switches ts summanzed in Table 1.

Construction: no
problems!
A printed ctrcutt board has been de-
signed to make the construction of the
RS232 speedometer as easy as possi-
ble. Unfortunately, this prtnted ctrcutt
board is not available ready-made
through the Readers Services, so you
have to etch tt yourself.

11 is best to start by fitting the
18 wire links on the board. In this way,
the links can not be forgotten later.
Also, four wire links are located und er-
neath displays. so they have to be fit-
ted first in any case. It is recommended
to use IC sockets since that enables
faulty ICs to be replaced more easily.
Fit jumper JP\. Position A means

that the speed of the TxD slgnal is
measured, while in position B the
speed of the RxD stgnal is measured.
Set the baudrate and the transmission
format with the aid of the DIP switches,
and the circuit is ready for use.
Connect the supply input to the out-

put of a 9V /200 mA mains adapter,
and insert the speedometer into the se-
rial link. Next, switch on the
speedometer, and start the transrnis-
sion. The measured value should ap-
pear aJmost instantlyon the dtsplays.

•
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RS232 SPIlIlDOMETIlR

EVERYTHING UNDER CONTROL?
Wherever data ls exchanged via a
seriallink, it is essential for the
transmitter and the receiver to have
matching transmission parameters,
laid down in the handshaking protocol.
The RS232 link supports hardware and
software protocols. Software
handshaking makes use of extra
characters wh ich are added to the data
proper. Effectively, one device controls
the other by means of the data
transmitted. In this way, a computer is
capable of sending text !ine-by-!ine by
adding the 'end-of-text' [EOT) marker
at the end of each !ine. EOT being an
ASCII character, the printer is able to
interpret this message as a command
to print the received data. When it is
finished with printing, and ready to
receive new data, it transmits an
acknowledge message in the form of
an ACK code. Like EOT, ACK is a
standard ASCII sign.
The advantage of software
handshaking is the small number of
signallines that make up the serial link
(see Fig_ AI.

A
DTE DCE

"0 [J=;=[J T<O
RxO RxO

COMMON COMMON
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Hardware handshaking is a different

~

ettle of fish, and based on different
combinations of handshaking lines.
For example, a computer (transmitter
or DTE, data terminal equipment) is
connected to a modem (receiver or
DCE). As soon as the computer is
switched on, its DTR (data terminal
ready) line (pin 201 becomes active.
This is a signal for the modem to
become active. In this type of link, the

DTR output on the computer is
connected to the DTR input on the
modem. Hence, the DTR connection on
the transmitter is different from that on
the receiver.
The modem signals that is ready for
use by actuating its DSR (data set
ready) output (pin 6) on the RS232
port. This signal is detected by the
computer on its DSR input. In other
words, the modem acts as a
transmitter, and the computer as a
receiver.
Next, the computer actuates the RTS
(request to sendlline, pin 4. Via the
CTS (clear to send) line, the modem
informs the computer whether or not it
is ready to accept data. If so. the
transmission may commence.
One handshaking line that has not
been mentioned so far is called DeO
[data carrier detect). It is actuated by
the modem, and indicates that a stable
connection has been established with
another modem via, for instance, the
telephone line. By monitoring the
status of this line, the computer is able
to detect when the carrier disappears
fram the telephone line.

8 DCEDTE.- ~

- L...

T,O

R.O

RTS

CTS

OTR

OSR

oeo
COMMON

'"0
R,O

RTS

CTS

OTR

OSR
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COMMON
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Evidentlv. the disadvantage of the
hardware handshaking option is the
larger number of wires, as shown in
Fig. B.

S1 S,

1-.-0- 300 mtI...~··~-600 NB'

~~ 1200 - NB'

-~~ 2400 - .NP

-~~ 4800

~~ 9600
1 = -f-O'""o- -<> 0-

.19200

0= ---
settings S2 NB' NB1 bitJcharacter

EPS ~ 1 parity :: even 0 0 5

EPS:: 0 parity" odd 0 1 6

NP" 1 parity:: none 1 0 7

NP ::0 parlty 1 1 B

930119 - T1

Table 1. Overview of DIP swltch tuncttcns.
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A LOWER FREQUENCY RECEIVING

SYSTEM
The lower frequency regions of the radio spectrum are probably the most
unknown, and neglected by the more recent generations of radio listening

enthusiasts. Yet, signals, often mysterious, abound, provided one has a good
receiver and anten na system. Such a system is described in this article.

FOR convenience. the lower Ire-
queney spectrum has been lumped

together to incJude the VLF (very low
frequency) bands (2 kHz to 30 kHz, or
150,000 m to 10,000 m), plus part of
the MF (medium frequency) band (300
to 500 kHz, or 1,000 m to 600 m). This
range does, of course, encompass the
European long-wave broadcast band,
which is a comparatively small part of
the spectrum under consideration.
Those who use the HF bands tend to

use the half-wave dipole antenna as a
reference. WeIL a half-wave dipole at.
say, 100 kHz (3.000 m) would be jusl
under 1.500 m (approx. 3.000 ft) long!
This gtves same idea of the antenna
problems at LF.
A suitable receiver must cover the

range 2 kHz to 500 kHz (150,000 m to
600 m}, and be accurately calibrated
at 10 kHz intervals. It must be capable
of recervtng AM and CW transmissions,
and preferably LSB and USB
(upper/lower sideband) at the lugher
frequency end. An Ave (automatie vol-
urne controf on Zoff switch is an ad-
vantage. and an adjustable notse
limiter is a distinct asset. A tape
recorder gives the facility of replaytng.
and studying. the more rnysterious
signals: and anyone with RTTYreceiv-
ing facilities may weil be able to use
them on occasion.

The receiver
The recetvtng system used consists of
an amateur HF bands communica-
tions receiver switched to the 3,500-
4,000 kHz band, as a luneable IF
(intermediate frequency) and demodu-
lator. plus a wideband LF converter
with a 3,500 kHz crystal oscillator.
These units are shown schemattcally
in Fig. 1. Any extstrng amateur band
3,500-4,000 kHz receiver can be used,
whether a 'solid state or older all-tube
instrument.
In this parttcular case, a near per-

feet 1960's all-tube Healhkit amateur
band type RA-I receiver is used. The
LF converter is a tiny ctrcutt board

By Richard Q. Marris G2BZQ

2· 500kHz
Converter

L101

="T" 3500kHz
... crystal

RA-l
3500 • 4000kHz
Receiver

with tunable I.F.
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Fig.1. Block diagram of the VLF receiving system.

type L-lOlj80D/PCB purchased from
L.F. Engineering Co. lnc. in the USA
(Ref. 1). At a price of $39 plus $4
pos tage. tt was just not worth con-
structtng such a unit. as originally in-
tended. The converter is supplied
complete with a 3,500 kHz quar-tz
crystaI. and came fitted with an on/off
switch. a red LED tndicator and a bat-
tery connector. The circuit uses a PP3
9-V battery, and has a current drain of

only 3 mA.
The LF converter uses a high-im-

pedanee end-fed antenna input
matched to a J -FET mlxer type
2N5457. and requires at least a 30-rn
(100-ft) long end-Ied antenna. The re-
sult of the arrangement is a wide dy-
namie range. and htgher gain than the
more usual low-impedance coaxial
feedline input. The output impedance
into the matn receiver is 50 Q.
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1~1~·,:rL__ "-·_:ft_)_-,_f,~_,-~_,,~C_'~-_"'_·~-A_'~'_~"_"_"'_""_"_'::_-:,,,:"'~_::-~-~'-:~,,~::~',~~,=~-""~":~~~"o;J'

'.,
---- ----- .... _-_ ...
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Fig.2. The VLF converter is built inta a srnall plastic box.
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USern
(4' 6")

DOWN LEAD

LF Receiver
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Fig. 3. The 'double-Slinky' end-fed antenna for 2·500 kHz.

The little circuit could be Incorpo-
rated into the main receiver, or sepa-
rately boxed. The latter option was
adopted. see Fig. 2. The converter
board ts mounted, with battery. in a
small plastic box with a metal ltd.
Throughout the whole system, phono
jack sockets and plugs are used for the
interconnections.
The LF converter and main receiver

are interconnected with RG58 coax
cable with a maximum lengtri of about
1.2 m (4 ft). A good ground/earth
should be connected to the LF con-
verter.
With a crystal-controlled localoscil-

lator, and crystal calibration in 100-
kHz steps on the main receiver used as
a variable IF. a high degree of Ire-
quency accuracy is achieved. The sta-
tion frequency is measured by
deducting 3.500 kHz from the tuntng
scale on the main receiver - see
Fig. 6. Further frequency checks are
the various nme /Irequency standard
stations - see later.
Installing a well-elevaLed 30+ m an-

tenna wire ts not achievable by many.
especially in buüt-up areas. where
there may be space problems, rules
and regulation. and planning permis-
sion refusals to contend wtth.
A number of specraltzed. com-

pressed. LF antennas have been de-
stgned. built and tested. The most
suttable are described below.

Antennos tor VLF

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS APRIL 1994

Each coil contains 20 !TI (67 ft) of con-
ductor. When compressed. the Slinky
is onIy abou t 6 cm long, but can be ex-
tended. in a helical configuration. up
to about 5 m. Slinky is available frorn
Antenna West in the USA {Ref 2).
Par the double Slinky antenna, two

Slinky coils are connected in series,
end to end, wtth a 1.35-m PVC covered
flex down lead (which is not a critical
length) - see Fig. 3. To connect the
two coils in series, the end of each coil
should have the end turns Ilow-sol-
dered together.
The 'double Slinky' is supported at

either end, on site, by threading white
nylon cordage through the coi! centre
- see Fig. 3.
Indoors. the double Slinky may be

hung up diagonally across the room,

with the downlead dropping down to
the LF recetver in the corner of tho
room. Ou tdoors the antenna is hung
from a wtndow. with the downlead in-
doors to the receiver. and the whole
supported by a nylon cordage to a sutt
able pole. butlding or tree.
If used outdoors, it will be necessary

to varrush the double Slinky turns to
eliminate the possibility of corrosion.
The simplest way of varmshmg is to
suspend the stretched antenna. hori-
zontally. outdoors, at about ehest
level, and thoroughly spray with var-
ntsh. To be absolutely effective. it 1S
recommended to apply three separate
coats of varrush.
The double Slinky end-fed antenna

is most effecUve between 2 kHz and
500 kHz. and. in fact, throughout the
MWAMbroadcast band With other re-
ceivers.

2, The end-fed ferrite antenna (95·
500 kHz)
This small space-saving antenna con-
sists of a tuned eoil wound around a
ferrite rod, and end-fed with a 1.2-m
lead - see Fig. 4. The antenna is very
effective. with sharp directional prop-
erties, and a sharp 'null'.
The ferrite coil assembly is shown in

Fig. 5. It consists of a standard 20-cm
long x 9.5 mm diameter (8x%in) ferrite
rod as used in LW/MW AM broadcast
recetvers. These rods are available
from a number of suppliers. on the
surplus market, or can be salvaged
from an old broadcast receiver.
The coil windtng consists of 12.7 cm

(5 in) of close wound turns of 24 SWG
(23 AWG) DCC (double cotton covered)

PHONO
MAX i

PLUG/SOCKET L --------
~ LSEEFIG.5

+-- -+
NUL NUL

NOT TO EXEEO

MAX t1.2m (4' 0")
LENGTH

1. 'Double-Bfirrky' end-fed anten na
(2-500 kHz)
This anten na ts shown in Fig. 3. It can
be mounted indoors or ou tdoor s. tak- LF Receiver
ing up an overall physical length of
4.8 m (16 ft) plus a 1.35-m downlead.
The antenna eonsists of two 'Slmky'

coils eonnected in sertes. A Slinky coil
ts a gO-turn 7-cm diameter flexible
steel spring, weightng just over 1 kg. Fig.4. The end-fed ferrite antenna (95-500 kHz).
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TERRY CLIPr
FERRITE ROD
203)( 9.5mm
(8")( 318")

r-
ClOSEWOUND 24 SWG O.C.C
WIRE TO 13cm (5") LENGTH.- TERRYCUP.---- --.

----NUT t TEAkE~I. 20mm
(0.8"))-(1") 56MM (2W') x 3mm (l/s")

216 x 20)( 12mm
(81/2" X 0.8" I D.S")
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I I
I
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I I

NUT 940010-15

Fig.5. Construction of the rod/coil for the end-fed antenna.

copper wire. The wtndmg is centred ei-
ther side of the middle of the rod. It is
much easter to wind a 12.7 -cm length
than try to count 225 turns of wire.
The wire ends are secured with two
turns of masking tape, and the whole
winding ts varnished after initial test-
ing.
The ferrtte rod/coil assembly is sup-

ported by two plastic coated Terry clips
screwed to a strip of teak-stained
wood. As shown. the whole assembly is
Iastened to, and stood-off [Tom, the an-
tenna base plate with two brass bolts.
Two nuts and a wingnut are required
for each bolt. as shown.
The 1,000-pF variable capacitor

(CI+C2) is a standard robust two-gang
500 pF + 500 pF tuning capacitor
wired in parallel. Any adjustable trtm-
mers/padders should be removed, and
the eapaeitor should be fitted with an
insulated extension spindie.
The simple final antenna assembly

is shown in Fig. 7. The base plate used
was an inverted coloured rigid 22 em
(8.5 in) diameter plasttc picnic plate.
Altemattvely. a plastic or plywood base
(22x22 crn}, mounted on a 6x6 mm
wood framework eould be used.
Aetuallayout postttons are not crttt-

cal, and will depend on the physical

stzc of the two-gang variable capacitor,
which is bolted to the base plate as
shown in Fig. 7.
When in use, the an tenna is ac tu -

ally placed on a small turntable to take
advantage of tts sharp directional er-
feet, which assists in interference
ehmmatton.
This end-fed tuned Ierrite antenna

covers the frequency range from
95 kHz to 500 kHz (3,185 !TI to 600 m].

Lisfening around fhe
spectrum
Lower frequencies listening is a com-
pletely different ball-game to HF listen-
ing. Also, wide differences can be
expected between the LF and HF ends
of this LF spectrum.
In generat. long-dtstance reception

is best dunng the hours of darkness,
especially during the long winter
nights. Exceptions do occur. Below
about 30 kHz, however, long-distance
reception ts possible around the clock.
Unfortunately, there is not a lot to
hear down there. The recetvcr's CW
mode should be used. However, we do
have the standard frequency /time stg-
nal station GER (Rugby) at 16 kHz,
whieh has a wavelength of around

f f
CRYSTAL CHECK POINTSrTf 1RECEIVER

TUNING
SCALE

3500 3600 3700 3800 3900 4000 kHz

11 I I I I I 11111 I I 1I1111 11 111111 I 11111 11 1111111 I 11 I 1111 TULNrNG
READOUT

o 100 200 300 400 500 kHz

Fig.6. LF tuning readout.
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19 km - tmagtne a dipole just under
10 km long! There is also the US Navy
submarine communications system
which uses frequeneies IIp to about
70 kHz. VelY occasionally. high-speed
CW stations have been heard, but ori-
gtns not established. Listening below
30 kHz can be rnterestmg. even if not
very enttghterung.
As we tune upwards in frequency,

activity inereases from 30 kHz to
500 kHz. Atmospheric static Is often a
nuisanee - tt is mtntmum around
noon, and maximum durtng the hours
of darknass. Mueh of it appears to be
direetional, and here the end-fed fer-
rite antenna helps. It has been noticed
that as one tunes lower in frequency,
from about 500 kHz, the ineidence of
fading stgnals appears to decrease.
Probably the most important step

for the listen er is to establish the loca-
tton, on the receiver dial. of the various
standard frequency and time stgnal
stations that operate around the
world. A useful publtcatton ts the low-
cost Standard frequency and time sig-
nal stations ofthe world (Ref. 3), which
lists frequeneies, callstgns and station
locations of 17 such statlons between
16 kHz and 500 kHz. lt also indicates
the various time codes used. A readily
available signal is the Loran C navtga-
tton aid on 100 kHz, arnong other nav-
Igattonal systems, to be heard below
150 kHz along with CWsignals.
On the average domestic receiver, in

Europe, the long-wave AM broadcast
band is shown on the dial as from
2,000 m (150 kHz) to 1,100 or
1,000 kHz. It is peculiar to Europe and
surrounding countncs. Most Euro-
pean countries have an LWbroadcast-
ing station, as do several North African
countries, such as Algeria and
Morocco. and further East. Turkey. LW
AM stations also appear to spread
through Asiatic Russia.
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PHONO SOCKET

2-GANG (500 '" 5OOpF}
TUNING CAPACITOR

SHAFT COUPLER.---
"'0

COll ASSEMBLY
(SEE FIG. 5)

COIL ASSEMBl Y
(SEE FIG. 5)
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216mm (81/2") DIA. or 216mm ~ 216mm (8'''''' 8'/2')

Fig.7. Construction of the end-fed ferrite anten na assembly, which is mounted on a turntable.

Another relatrvely unknown fact, in
Europe, is the extstence of the 1,750-
m Amateur Experimental Band which
is available in the USA, Canada and in
same Paciftc areas. This band covers
the frequeney range from 160 kHz to
190 kHz, and there is the Long Wave
Club of Ameriea (Ref. 4) whieh pub-
lishes a monthly magazine ealled
Lowdown. Recently it has been read
that Australian (and possibly New
Zealand) amateurs are ustng 196 kHz
for transmission and reception,
Additionally, there is a multitude of

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICS APRIL 1994

worldwide air/marine navtgattonal
beacons, weather and information sta-
tions, etc. These can be heard readily
throughout the LW band, exeept in
Europe, where they may be blanke ted
by the LWbroadcast stations. Some of
them may still be heard, however, be-
tween 270 kHz and 500 kHz. Also be-
tween 300 kHz and 500 kHz the odd
AM and SSB station may be heard,
plus CWand occasional RTTY.There Is
much which is not readüy identifiable.
and a tape recorder ts an asset to
study these stgnals later. •

940010·16

References and addresses:
1. L.F. Engineering Co. lne .. 17 Jeffry
Road, East Haven CT065 13, USA.
2. Antenna West, 1500 North 150
West, Provo UT84604, USA.
3, Standard Jrequeney and time signal
stations in the world, published by the
International Short Wave League, and
obtamable from the Hon. Sccrctary. 10
Clyde Crescent, Wharton, Winsford.
Cheshire CW7 3LA, England.
4. The Lang Wave Club of Ameriea, 45
Wildflower Road, Levittown PA 19057,
USA.
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HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER

Design by T. Giesberts

Music should be heard and enjoyed as if the orchestra were
right in front of you. Unfortunately, neighbours, children and
other members of the family may not be as keen as you on the
particular piece of music you are enjoying. The answer to this
is, of course, the use of headphones. These also have the
advantage of offering a quality of reproduction that only

loudspeakers costing at least ten, and probably twenty, times
as much as the headphones would be able to equal.

Afirst -class electroacousuc transducer,
whether thts is a headset or a loud-

speaker. can only perforrn to its true spec-
tficaüon if the amplifier drtvtng it is also
first dass. It is, of course, not necessary
to connect a headset to apower ampli-
fler: after alI, it needs only little energy.
Yet. in practice, the headphone output is
often taken from the power amplifier out-
put via a potential divider, It ts, however,
far better to connect it to the output of
the preamplifier via a dedicated head-
phone amplifier as described in this article.
Aheadphone amplifier is, strtctly speak-

tng, a sort of line amplifier wtth apower
output. Its amplification need not be high,
since the sensttrvtty of most headsets is
usually fairly good. Ifwe assume that the
output of the preamplifier Is 1 V r.m.s.,
an amplification of a few times is quite
sufficient: some tens of rnilliwats is fine.
Average good-quality headphones pro-

vide asound pressure of90-100 dB for
an input of about 1 mW. It should be
borne in mind that modern headphones
have a fairly high impedance. Until not
so lang ago. this impedance was 8 Q or
so. but nowadays good-quality head-
phones have an impedance ofhundreds
of ohms (typicaily 600 Q). The present
amplifier ean deliver up to 40 mW into
600 Q. Never use thts full power for lis-
tening long: it may permanently and ir-
reversibly damage your heanng. Tao many
young people are going deaf prema-
turely because they listen to head-
phones at too high a volume!
Note that the amplifier is not suttable

for use wtth eleetrostatie headphones.
These need far more energy and arc, there-
fore, normally driven straight from the
power output amplifier.

The circuit
The design=see Fig. 2- is a pure sym-
metrtc one whtch ean be split into an
amplifier that works from a positive supply
and one that operates with a negative
supply. This design. used in the past in
preamplifiers for movtng-con pick-ups, ts
known for its excellent performance at
low drive levels. However, it appears to do

weil also at higher stgnal levels. Its only
drawback is the requtrement for two inpu t
eapacitors: one for the n-p-n stage and
one for ther p-n-p stage. But, since in a
headphone amplifier the input impedance
may be fairly high (here about 20 kQ),
these 2.2 ~F capacitors can be kept fairly
small so that good-quality ones (poly-

ethene or polypro-pylene) can be used.
The signal from the preamphfier is ap-

plied to RI. This resistor and Cl form a
low-pass filter that limits the bandwidth
of the incoming stgnal to about 400 kHz
for a preamplifier output impedance of
600 Q. The stgnal ts then applied to am-
plifiers Tl and T2 via capa citors C2 and

'C<
LM317

...I-+-...-----J~ •
~1N4003

+ 15V

+

'"T" 'C3""
C33 D' ~

~ •R" 330n 1N4003 LM337
"0

'C1

D1 LM317

~ •1N4003 ~
2. 18V
4VA5

1SV

+ 15V

+

'C2
In

1SV
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~
~I-+--+------J~ .I--~:=l

LM3371N4003

Fig. 1. Circuit diagram 01the double power supply lor the headphone amplifier.
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram 01the stereo headphone amplilier.
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Cg.The amplification of these stages de-
pends on the values ofRg. RlJ. RI3 (in the
case of Tj) andR!O. RlJ. RI4 (in the case
ofTzl- Resistor RlJ is also part of the feed-
back loop ofboth transistors. Thed.c. op-
crattng point is set by R3-R5-Rg(TI) and
R,-Ry-Rs (T2)'These resistors alsop pro-
vide some Ioeal feedback.
Tbe signals at the collector of TI and

T2 are fed to two cascode stages, T3-T4
and T5-T6respectively. These stages pro-
vide wide-band amphücatton and im-
pedance matching between the input tran-
sistors and the 'output' stage. A draw-
back of Ws arrangement is that output
tranststors can not be driven up to the
supplyvoltage level, but that is not so im-
portant in the case of a headphone amplt-
fler. The output transistors are driven by
the collector signals ofT4 and T6'
Transistors T7and TSform an adjustable

'zener' stage that sets the quiescent CUT-

rent. They are thermally coupled with Tg
and TIOto ensure that the quiescent CUT-

rent rcmains reasonably stable during
temperature vanatjons in the output tran-
ststors.
The current through Tg and TIOIs rel-

atively high (25 ma), which is typreal of
Class A operation. The tranststors are
connected to the power supply via 15 Q
reststors, buffered by electrolytic capac-
itors CII and C12'
Overall feedback ts provided by R12.

Together with R11, this resistor deter-
mines the arnplification of the complete
amplifier.
Network R2TC10ensures a constant

load at high frequencies.
The output impedance is 75 Q (R2S)'

Power amplifiers normally have a low
output impedance. but headphone am-
plifiers need a lugher one. On the one
hand, a low impedance ensures that the
varying impedance of the headphones
does not influence the output charac-
teristic, and on the other hand, a resistor
is necessary to protect the output stage
against short circutts that oceur every
time the jack plug of the headphones is
inserted into the socket. The specified
value of R28was found to be a good com-
promise.
Since a stereo amplifier draws a fairly

high current, the amplifier is given a dedt-
cated power supply-see Fig, 1. To en-
sure strtct separation ofthe channels, the
mains transformer uses two secondary
wtndtngs. each ofwhich provides a sym-
metrtcal voltage of±15 V. In this way, only
two windings are needed for two isolated
symmetrtcal voltages. Deriving symmet-
rtcal voltages from a stnglewindtng is pos-
siblewith half-wave rectification: one diode
uses the positive half-pertods to charge
an electrolytic capacitor, and another
diode rectifies the negative half-periods.
The u se of relatively Iarge electrolytic
smoothtng capacitors ensures that the
ripple is kept small in spite of the half-
wave rectification. Resistors Rg7'R5S,Rg3
and ~4 limit peak currents.
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Integrated circuits ICI-IC4 regulate the
output voltages, which are held at ±15 V
with the aid of resistance networks.
Presets P3 and P4 enable setting exactly
symmetrical voltages and setring the out-
put of each output stage to exactly zero.

Construction
The complete amplifier is best built on
the printed-ctrcutt board in Fig. 4. This
board consists of three parts: left-hand
channel amplifier. rtght-hand channel
amplifier and power supply. It is advis-
able to cut the board into three parts, so
that the power supply can be fitted some
distance from the amplifiers.
Population of the boards is straight-

forward, but make sure that the flat sides
of transistor pairs TI-T2. TTT9. Ts-TIO•
TI9-T20.T12-T14and TII-TI3 fit snugly to-
gether. Make two small rings of copper or
aluminium and use these to clamp TI and
T2. and TI9 and T29. securely together for
good thermal contact. Fit lobe-finned
heatsinks as used for TO-39 transistors
around the other four pairs. These heatsinks
should be slightly flattened before fitting
them-see Fig. 3.
Interwiring is minimal: six wires for

the supply voltages.
It is advisable to build the amplifier in

a dedicated case, since most preampli-
fier will not have the space to house it.
Fit the mains entry at the back of the case
and the audio input sockets and the (6.3mm)
jack socket at the front. Figure 5 shows
how this must be wired.
When the construction is completed.

set P3 and P4 to the centre of their travel.
Connect a multimeter (200 mV direct volt-
age range) across R23'Adjust PI until the
voltage across R23is 100 mV.Do the same

Fig. 3. This photograph shows how the
pairs of transistors should be thermally
coupled with the aid of a slightly flattened
lobe-finned heatsink (T039 size).

o

1

Fig. 4. The printed circuit board for the headphone

in the other channel with P2 and R34.
Connect the multimeter to the output

of each amplifier in turn and adjust P3
and P4respectively for zero reading of the
meter (50 mV range).

Parts list
Resistors:
RI• R56 = 1 kQ
R2. R55 = 1 MQ
R3. ~. R53.R54= 56.2 kQ. 1%

THD+
THD at 1 kHz/l
Signal-to-noise ratio
Input impedance
Output impedance
Bandwidth
Slew rate (without Rl ~CI)
Allowable loads

>112 dB (A-'weightedl
about20kQ
75Q
400kHz
350V~s-1
33-600Q
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amplilier should prelerably be cut into three.
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L R

~iJl
Fig. 5. Wiring details 01 a 6.3 mm jack plug and socket.

RS-RS' Rig-RS2 = 392 kQ. 1%
Hg. RIO.R47. Ris = 143 Q. 1%
RIl. Rlg. R20. R37. R3S.Ri6 = 200 Q. 1%
R12.Ris = 1.00 kQ. 1%
R13. R14.Ri3. Ri4 = 2.61 kQ. 1%
Rls. RI7. Rio. Ri2 = 6.81 kQ. 1%
Rls. Rls. R39.Ril = 8.25 kQ. 1%
R21.R22. R3S.R36 = 68 Q
R23.R24. R33. R34= 3.9 Q

R2S.R2S.R31.R32= 15 Q
R27.R30= 100 Q
R2s. R29= 75.0 Q. 1%
RS7.Rss. Ra3. Rs4 = 12 Q
RS9.Ral' Ras. Ra7 = 392 Q. 1%
Rso. Ra2. Ras. Ras = 4.22 kQ. 1%
PI. P2 = 10 kQ preset
P3. P4 = 50 Q preset
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Capacitors:
Cl. C32= 270 pf', polystyrene
C2. C3. C30.C31= 2.2 ~F. 50 V. polythene
or pclypropylene. pitch 5 mm

C4. c; CC2S.C29= 470 nF
C6. C27 = 22 pF. polystyrene
C7. CS. C14. C16. C17· CI9. C2S· C2S. C36.
C37. C4S.C46 = 100 nF

Cg. C24= 1 ~F. pitch 5 mm
CJO.C23= 2.2 nF
CIl. CI2. C2I. C22= 1000 ~V. 25 V. radial
CI3. CIS. CIS. C20= 47 ~F. 25 V. radial
C33. C42= 330 nF
C34.C3S.C43. C44= I 000 ~F. 40 V. radial
C38. C3g.C47•C48= 22 ~F. 40 V. radial
C40. C41.C4g. CSO= 10 ~F. 63 V. radial

Semiconductors:
DI-D4 = IN4003
TI. Ts-T7' TICTIS. T20= BC550C
T2-T4. Ts. TI3. TlrT19 = BC560C
Tg. TI2 = BC337-40
TJO.Tll. = BC327-40

Integrated circuits:
ICI. [C4=LM317
[C2. IC3 = LM337

Miscellaneous:
KI = 3-way terminal block. pitch 7.5 mm
Tr j = mains transformer, secondary
2xl8 V. 4.5 VA

PCB Ref. 940016 (see page 70)
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68HC 11 PROCESSOR BOARD

The processor board discussed in this article is remarkably
easy to program thanks to an EEPROMcontained in the
68HC11microcontroller. Expensive programmers or complex
protocols are not required - all you need is aseriallink with a
PC.What's more, development software is available free of
charge on two Motorola bulletin boards.

Design by J. Scherer and A. Hermann

MOTOROLA'Smicrocontroller prod-
uct range ts very extensive, offer-

ing processors which contajri ROM,
EPROM, or EEPROM as a standard
feature. Also available on these ICs 1Sa
host of 1/0 ports. For the present pro-
ject, the 68HC 11 was chosen. The
block diagram of this processor is
gtven in Fig. 1. The CPU operates at a
nominal bus frequency of 2 MHz,
which equals the oscillator frequency
dtvtded by four. The processor 1S a
'fully static' type, which means that it
can work at very low clock frequencies.
even lower than 1 Hz.
The main sub-circuits of the con-

traUer are: a powerful 16-bit timer with
internal prcscaler: energy-saving halt
and watt müdes: aserial interface
geared to driving 1/0 components; a
serial communication bus; an 8-bit
counter and areal-time interrupt cir-
cu tt. AdditionaJly, the 68HC I I used for
the present project has an EEPROM
memory of 256 bytes. and an 8-chan-
nel. 8-bit A-D (analogue-to-dtgttal) con-
verter. The structure of the processor
will be reverted to in greater detail
below.

The circuit
The power of the concept is imrned i-
ately apparent Irom the sheer sirnplic-

[actual stze]

ity of the crrcutt diagram shown in
Fig. 2. Apart from a clock oscillator
based around an 8-MHz quartz crystal
(R" Cl, C2 and XJl, areset circuit (R2,
C3) and two opto-isolators (lC3 and
IC,), there is only a handful of other
componenis which couple the subcrr-
cuits. Since only Interrial program
memory is used, most of the 52 pins of
the processor are available for contro 1
applications. This also brings out the
main dtsadvantage of the concept: your
program may not be larger than
512 bytes!
The processor's serial interface

arranges the communication between
the development system and the con-
trol computer. Via this interface, soft-
ware is exchanged between the control
computer and the controller board. If
jurnper JPj is not frtted. the proccssor
automatically starts a small internal
program after areset. This routine
waits for Information to appear on the
sertal channel. Depending on the ftrst
byte transrrutted on this channel (the
byte must be FFH in this application),
the se rtal port is truttaltzed at
1200 baud. The next 256 bytes trans-
mitted are stored in the controllers
RAM (random access memory). At the
same time, they are retumed to the
computer via the TxD (transmit data)
link. As soon as the 256th byte is re-

MAIN SPECIFICATIONS

Processor: 68HC11Art
RAM: 256 bytes
EEPROM: 512 bytes
Clock frequency: 8 MHz
Software: freeware on bulletin board
Communication; via RS232 port
PCS: single-sided
1/0: 22 !ines available

ceived (i.e., the 257th including the
FFH header byte). the serial routine ts
automatically interrupted, and the
processor starts to execute the pro-
gram it has just Imished storing in
RAM. This 'boots trap' method ts very
useful for testing small programs.
There is. however. another application
for this very special feature of the
68HC 11. If the RAM Is loaded wtth a
program which arranges for received
data to be stored into the 512-byte
EEPROM, the controller can be pro-
grammed automatically. The program
copred into the EEPROM in this way
rernatns intact until it ts ovcrwrtttcn by
a new program .
After using the downloader to copy a

user program mto EEPROM, you obvi-
ously must be able to start this pro-
gram. The following option has been
provided by Motorola to achteve thts:
when the first byte which appears at
the serial input Is OOH. the CPU starts
to execute the program contained in
EEPROM. This requires fitting jumper
JP1• After a power-up reset, a positive
going pulse transition appears auto-
matically at the TxD output. This pulse
is fed to the RxD input via electronic
switches IC'a and IC2b (4066), and the
closed jumper. Since electroruc switch
IC2b blocks the serial connecbon if it is
closed {RxD and TxD are then inter-
connected). the reset circuit breaks
this conncctron after 15 ms, where-
upon the serial Interface is available
agam for 'normal' werk.

Building the processor
board
As shown in Fig. 3. the prmted ctrcutt
board destgned for the 68HCll proces-
sor board is compact and single-stded.
The component mounting plan tndt-
cates that components are fitted at
both sides of the board. Integrated cir-
cuits IC2• IC3 and IC4 are surface-
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Fig.1. Block diagram of the 68HC11A8 processor. This le is the 'generic' HCll processor,
trom which the A1version (used in the present project) is a smaller derivate,
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Fig. 2. Circuit diagram of the 68HC11 processor board.
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68HClI PROCESSORBOARD

mount devices (SMDsJ, which are fitted
at the track (copper) side of the board.
Use thin solder wire, and a low-power
(8 W) sold er iron with a fine tip to
mount these SMDs. Great care and
precision should be exercised when fit-
ting the 52-pin socket for the con-
troller. Remernher. a short-ctrcutt is
easily rnade, but dtfficult to trace later.
After fttttng the nine wire links. six 801-
der ptns. the jumper socket and con-
nectors K land K2. the remaining
components may be fitted on to the
board. Keep an eye on the polarity of
the electrolytic capacitors.
lf difficult to obtain. the SMD ver-

sians of the opto-tsolators may be re-
placed by normal size equivalents like
the lL201, IL202 or the TILlIl. A few
short wtrcs may be used to connect
these parts to the respective solder
spots ortgtnally provided for the SMD
parts.

Software, the key to
success
A vast collection of programs written
for the 68HC 11 is available free of
charge from Motorola's bulletin boards
in Münich. Germany, telephone (+49)
8992 103111. and in Austin, Texas. in
the U.S.A.. telephone (+ 1) 512
8913733. F'ortunately for readers in
Ihe UK, the German bulletin board
communicates in Engltsh. The follow-
ing programs are needed for the pre-
sent board:

for the downloader:
EEPROGIX.ASC
EEPROGIX.BOO
EEPROGIX.REC
E9CONF'IG.BAS

for the assembler:
ASMHCII.COM
ASMHC11.HLP
CODES.ASC
OF'F'SET.ASC
RECBlN.COM
RECBOOT.COM
REG HCll.ASC

for the mtru-debugger:
CONF'IG.ASC
CONFIG.BAT
CONFIG.BOO
MINIBUG.ASC
MINIBUG.BOO
MINIBUG1.BAT
MINIBUG2.BAT

Downloading these programs from the
bulletin boards is fairly easy. Dia! up
ustng a pe. a modem and a commuru-
cations program. for instance.
Procomrn. Use the following Itme set-
ttngs: 2400 baud, no panty. 8 databits,
1 stop bit. As soon as you are con-
nected, press the ENTER key. where-



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

INTRODUCING THE G8HC11 FAMILV

Motorola's 68HCll family of microcontroilers consists of a range of 8-bit
processors marked by a number of powertul 1/0 functions. The family essentiaily
consists of four members: 68HCllAO, 68HCllAl, 68HCllA7 and 68HCllA8. These
processors are manufactured in high-speed eMDS technology, which guarantees
fast operation in combination with low power. Depending on the exact le type, the
on-chip memory is an 8-kByte ROM, a 512-byte EEPROM, a 256-byte static RAM, or
a combination of these.
The instruction set used to program these processors is an extended version of the
one known for the 'older' 6800 or 6801. This enables software written for the 6800,
6801 or 6805 to be run on the 68HCll without problems.
The family is 'built' areund the 68HCll A8, a processor with an on-chip 512-byte
EEPROM, and a 256-byte RAM.A number of other ICs were developed on this
basis, as shown by the foilowing table.

Type EPROM RAM EEPROM 1/0 lines A-D channels
(bytes) Ibytes)
256 22 8
256 512 22 8
256 38 8
256 512 38 8

68HCllAO
68HCllAl
68HCllA7
68HCllA8

8K
8K

Depending on the programmer's selection, the CPU has either tWQ 8-bit wide
accumulators, or a single 16-bit accumulator. Furthermore, there are tWD 16-bit
wide index registers. Up to six addressing methods are available, including direct,
indirect and immediate. STOP and WAIT müdes are available to reduce the power
consumption of the processor when it is not active,
The chip also contains a 16-bit timer, whieh is fed by a software controlled
prescaler. The addressing range of the extern al address bus is 64 KByte.

Memory
The largest option comprises the use of memory. The proeessor is capable of
working with RAM, ROM, EPROM or EEPROM memory. The size of the ROM
memory varies between 0 K and 32 KByte. The ROMs are mask-programmed with
the applieation program during the production process. This is done by Motorola.
Another important memory area is the RAM, whose size varies between 192 bytes
and 1.25 Kbyte. The processor's RAM is static, and may be made non-volatile by
backing up the supply voltage with the aid of a battery.
The size of the EPROM area varies between 4 and 32 KByte. This section of the
memory is particularly valuable when developing prototypes, or producing low-
vol urne series, For this purpose, Motorala also supplies an OTP (orte-time
programmable) version of the processor.
The last memory option is the EEPROM, whose size can vary between 0 and
2 KByte. The EEPROM memory area may be used to store calibration information,
data logging data, security codes, etc. This makes the EEPROMeminently suitable
for quasi-permanent storage of important data. Each 68He11 with an on-board
EEPROM also contains the hardware necessary to program this memory. External
hardware is not required!

1/0 options
The processor contains an 8-channel A-D converter. All processors feature aSerial
Peripherallntertace (SP!), wh ich ailows special 1/0 components having the same
interface to be eonnected in a simple manner. Furthermore. there is aSerial
Communieations Interface (SCI). The operation and layout of these interfaces is so
'clever' that they hardly load the CPU.
The SCI is a full-duplex UART (universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter)
suitable for asynchronous communication. An internal baudrate generator supplies
the UART clock frequency, whieh is derived from the micracontraller's clock signal.
Both the transmitter and the receiver feature double buffe ring.
The SPI is a four-wire synchranous interface designed to enable high-speed
communication between the proeessor and 1/0 components, or for inter-pracessor
traffic. Only components having an SPI interface may be connected to this bus.
Data may be transmitted and received simultaneously. The baudrate on the SPI is
pragrammable.
The processors have a wide variety of 1/0 lines available for different contral
functions. These lines may be set up as inputs or outputs by programming the Data
Direetion Register contained in the processor. Most 1/0 ports have a buffer.
A built-in watchdog timer alerts the processor if something goes wrang during the
exeeution of a pragram. All processors may be used at a supply voltage of 3 V.

upon the Motorola bulletin board
menu appears. Every screen teIls you
wh ich key you should press to be able
to continue. First, you are prompted to
enter your narne. personal password,
and the transmtsston protocol used.
After a few entries (which include ques-
tions regarding the bulletin boards you
wish to see - answer 'N' most of the
time). the welcome menu appears, fol-
lowed by the main menu. Type 'D' to
seleet downloading. The pro gram will
ask you for a file name. and then teIls
you whether or not that füe Is available
on the system. Use a protected protocol
such as XMODEM or YMODEM to do
the actual downloadtng. This ts neces-
sary to rnake sure that transmission
errors are detected and ccrrected.
Procomm starts downloading using

the XMODEM protocol after pressing
the 'page-down' key, and ente ring the
name of the file you wtsh to receive.
Files can be down loaded one after an-
other. By contrast, in YMODEM mode,
you make a list of all files you wish to
download. If you are a frequent bul-
letin board user, will have no problems
in getting what you want from the
Motorola databanks. None the less, a
few alternative possibilities: in the
matn menu, you may change the
download protocol [if necessary) by
pressing Y'. In the file menu, pressing
'L' allows you to call up the names of
the available files. Next. you can select
an 'area by pressing "r, in thts case,
'B' for He 11 freeware. The latter option
is certainly worth trying, because a lot
of interesting files are available,
Assumtng that you have success-

fully downloaded the above programs,
a couple of small modtftcattons have to
be made in E9CONFIG.BAS. Une 170
of this prograrn contains a reference to
EEPROGE9.BOO. This must be
changed to read EEPROGIX.BOO. This
program is the first to be copred into
the RAM memory of the 681-lCLI by the
BASIC routine. On ce started, EEP-
ROG1X.BOO ensures that data which
reaches the processor via the serial in-
terface is stored into EEPROM. In this
way, the processor ts programmed wtth
the application program.
Line 180 should contain a '1' or a '2'

to potnt to the respective sertal port on
the PC. COMI: or COM2:. Line 200 en-
ables the user to select between inter-
nal or external programming. The
available options are T for internal, "X'
for external, and 'V' for vertfy.
Line 210 should contain lhe narne of

the program to be sent to the con-
troller. The extcnsron for the pro gram
file name must be .REC, and the file
should have the Motorola S19 fonnat.
The assembler which forrns part of this
development environment turns a
souree (.ASe) text file into SI9 format
(.REC).
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Fig. 3. Track layout (direct reading) and component mounting plan of the printed circuit
board designed for the development system (peB available ready-made through the Readers
Services).

Fig. 4. Prototype of the processor board photographed in front of a portable MS-DOS pe
used to down load development software from Motorola's bulletin board, and to communicate
with the 68HC11 board.

Lines 220 and 230 allow you to
enter the desired baud rate, in tbis
case, 1200. The last line which needs
to be 'custormzed Is 1100. Replace the
statement reading "TO% >100" with
·TO% >5000".
Ir. after starting a program. an error

re port appears telling you that a WEND
has been encountered without an asso-
ciated WHILE. the WEND tnstruction
in line 1100 must be moved to a new
line.
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Program development

Ifyou have the hardware and the above
utility programs, you can start devel-
optng programs for the 68HCll.
Source code must be written in ASCII
format, and comply with the rules
gtven in the file ASMHCll.HLP.
Connect the 68HC 11 system to your
PC's sertal port via three wtres. RxD,
TxD and ground (note: in some cases,
RxD and TxD must be swapped). Run

68HCII PROCESSOR BOARD

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl = lMQ5
R2;R5;R7 = 4kn7
R3;R4= 100kQ
R6 = lkQ5

Capacitors:
Cl;C2 = 22pF
C3 = l~F 16V radial
C4 = 330nF
C5;C6;C8 = 100nF
C7 = 22~F 16V radial

Semiconductors:
Dl = lN4148
ICl = 68HCllAl (Motorola)
IC2= 74HCT4066 (SMD)
IC3;IC4= IL206 or IL207 (SMD)

Miscellaneous:
JPl = 2-way pin header
Kl = 26-way boxheader
K2 = 20-way boxheader
Xl = 8MHz crystal
1 52-pin PLCCsocket
8 PCBterminal pins
1 Prin!ed circult board 930123 (see
page 70)

E9CONFIG.BAS under QBASlC to set
up the file exchange and EEPROM pro-
gramming. If required, the mini debug-
ger may be copied into the controllers
RAM. Thanks to the bidirectional con-
nectton between the PC and the
processor board. you get a very good
idea of the operation of the application
program, and the type of errors it may
contain.

•
For further reading:
HC 11 MC68HC 11A8 dalabook.
AN1060 (application note) MC68HC11
Bootstrap Mode.
MC68HCll programmer's reference
manual.

The above publications are available
from the Motorola European Literature
Centre, 88 Tanners Drive. Blakelands,
Milton Keynes MKl4 5BP.
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Fig. 3. Track layout (direct reading) and component mounting plan of the printed circuit
board designed for the development system (PCBavailable ready-made through the Readers
Services).

Fig. 4. Prototype of the processor board photographed in front of a portable MS-DOSPC
used todownload development software from Motorola's bulletin board, and to communicate
with the 68HC11board.

Lines 220 and 230 allow you to
enter the desired baud rate, in this
case, 1200. The last line which needs
to be 'customized' is 1100. Replace the
statement reading "TO% >100" with
"TO%>5000".
If, after starting a program. an error

report appears telling you that a WEND
has been encountered without an asso-
ciated WHlLE, the WEND instruction
in line 1100 must be moved to a new
line.
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Program developrnent

If you have the hardware and the above
utility programs, you can start devel-
oping programs for the 68HC 11.
Source code must be written in ASCII
format, and comply with the rules
gtven in the file ASMHC11.HLP.
Connect the 68HC 11 system to your
PC's serial port via three wires, RxD,
TxD and ground (note: in some cases,
RxD and TxD must be swapped). Run

68HCll PROCESSOR BOARD 111

Re~istors,:
Rl = lMQ5
R2;R5;R7 = 4kQ7
R3;R4 = 100kQ
R6 = lk05

'Semicanductors:
,01 = 1N4148
JCJ = 68HC1.;1A1 (lV!otqrolj3)
IC2 = 74HCT4066 (SMO)
'IC3;IC4 =''iL206or 1'[207 (SMÖ)

t Miscellaneous:cl
~,JP,fl=.2-VlJaY.ypil;!head~r
Kt= 26-vyay bo~he,~d!3r
K2'= 20-\NaY'bo~head~r
'Xl'= 8MRz C"rystal,t ".
1 52-pinPLCC socket;'
8 ~CBttermil1aLpins}i '.0 ,ir
1erir1!ed"cif:fuitb~~r~'c9~~1,~~t~e~.;~
page 70) ," s '

";1' 'Il

E9CONFIG.BAS under QBASIC to set
up the file exchange and EEPROM pro-
gramming. If required, the mini debug-
ger may be copied into the controller's
RAM.Thanks to the bidirectional con-
nection between the PC and the
processor board, you get a very good
idea of the operation of the application
program. and the type of errors it may
contain.

•
For further reading:
HCll MC68HCllA8 databook.
AN1060 (application note) MC68HCll
Bootstrap Mode.
MC68HCll programmer's reference
manual.

The above publications are available
from the Motorola European Literature
Centre, 88 Tanners Drive, Blakelands,
Milton Keynes MK14 5BP.



80C535 HARDWARE/ASSEMBLER
COURSE

PART2: A-D CONVERTER AND WATCHDOG

Analogue-to-digital (A-D)
converter

The analogue-to-dtgttal converter con-
tatned in the 80C535 mtcrocontroller ts
a complex unit. The structure ts gtven
in Fig. 4. The operation of the ADC is
controlled via two special registers. The
prtmary control register is located at
address OD8H. and ts called ADCON.
Bits 0, ] and 2 in this regtster contral
the multiplexer connected ahead of the
A-D converter proper. These blts deter-
mine which input line on port P6 is
connected to the ADC input for the
next conversion cycle. The ADe mode
is contralIed by bit 3 in the ADCON
regrstcr. lf the bit is set to O. the ADC
stops after each conversion. If the bit is
set to 1, the ADe operates continu-
ously.
Bit 4 in the ADCON register ts a

BUSY flag. wh ich can only be read.
When at 1, thts btt md tcates that a
conversion 15 in progress. Shortly af-
terwards, it returns to O. An A-D con-
version lasts 14 machine cycles, or
14 us at a CPU clock frequency of
12 MHz. Once the BUSY ilag is at O.
the result of the A-D conversion may
be read from an SFR called ADDATat
address 09DH.
The ADe has aresolution of 8 btts.

A special feature of the 80C535 is the
reference voltage selection. wh ich
makes the ADC a very flexible unit. The
80C535 requires an external reference
voltage of 5 V, whtch is connected via
pin 12 (VAGND. reference voltage
ground terminal) and pin II (VAREF.
reference vottage positive terminal).
For the maximum values of the refer-
ence voltage, please refer to the de-
scription of the 80C535 smgle-board
computer. and the SAB80C535
datasheets.
For the experiments discussed in

the present cour'se, the SBC supply
voltage (5 V) is used (as determined by
jumpers JP3 and JP4). which means
that no additional parts or external
supplies are required. The internal ref-
eren ce voltage usod by lhe ADe is de-
rived from the external reference with
the aid of a programmable voltage dt-

Software by Dr. M. Ohsrnann

Block Diagram of the ND Converter

Baud Syst~m
Rate (lock
Enable tneete

P5100ßH!

=====8-
Busy Conver-
Flag s,on

Mode

A[)[QN WU8H)

AODAT(o[)9ftl

v"m~--1I-'--'-:----'----'
v."No~--1L_LLL";L=L__ -.J

[)APRIO[)AH)

Programmmg

\I;""~l'

Progtamm,ng

~""G'O
920152·13

Fig. 3. Structure of the analogue-to-digital converter (ADC) contained in the 80C535.

vtder. which is contralIed via an SFR
called DAPR at address ODAH. The
lower nibble of DAPR(bits 0 through 3)
allow the lower limit. IVAGND. of the
voltage converter window to be pro-
grammed. while the higher nibble
(bits 4 through 7) programs the upper
ltrrut, IVAREF, of the window in steps
of (VAREF/VAGND)/16. The values
listed in Table 3 are obtatned at
VAGND=OV and VAREF=5V.
The conversion window must have a

minfmum 'size' of 1 V. Awindow size of
0-5 V is obtained by loadmg DAPRwith
the value 0000 OOOOB.Similarly. a
value of 1000 OIOOBresults in a wtn-
dow size of 1.25-2.5 V. The 8-bit ADC
uses the window so created, and di-
vides It into 256 parts. Assummg a
window size of 0-5 V. a voltage of 2.5 V
at the A-D converter produces an out-
put value of 128. or 080H. in the
ADDAT regtster. The same input volt-
age would produce a value 255, or
OFFH. rr a window size of 1.25-2.5 V

IVAGND
IVAREF

Bits 7 to 4
(lVAREF)

o
0.3125
0.625
0.9375
1.25
1.5625
1.875
2.1875
2.5
2.8125
3.125
4.4375
3.75
4.0625
4.375
4.68754
5.0

Bits 3 to 0
(lVAGND)

0000
0001
0010
0011
0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100

0100
0101
0110
0111
1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
0000

Table 3. ADC window size depending on
IVAREF and IVAGND programming.
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were defined. Interestingly. a Lü-btt
converter may be realized by settmg up
four wtndows with a size of 1.25-V
each. This will be reverted to below.
An A-D conversion operation is

started as foUows. First, wrtte the de-
sired window size tnto DAPR.Next, the
ADe converts the voltage level on the
channel selected via ADCON.
Meanwhile, the BUSY flag is set. The
result of the converston is available for
reading as soon as the BUSY f1aghas
returned to O. Incidentally, it Is posst-
ble to convert alternating voltages (of
up 105kHz according to the
datasheets). but only If the source im-
pedance of the voltage source driving
the ADC input is smaller than 5 kQ.
This is necessary to enable the charge
contatned in the internal capacitance
of the ADe to be reversed within the
so-called LOAD time of three machine
cycles. The lines of port P6 (analogue
input lines) may also be interrogated
directly at address ODBH (not bit-ad-
dressable). For example, if you need
only two analogue inputs, you have six

( ~'"

I ~~,,=-
SENO TEXT
'VALUE~

11 "" I

oow~
.lIlUA"

~'"
CONVERSION

AESI.A.T

OETEAMINE~~
BYTtOf

llJ.81TVAl.UE

I" oocum)

fETCI'I NEW

WltIIlOWfROM,~,

RESUL T GIVtS

Low-oflOEfI
BYTEOF

1O-8ITVAl.UE

Fig. 5. Flow chart of 10-bit analogue-to-digi-
tal converter program.
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80C535 HARDWARE/ASEMBLER COURSE - 2

digital tnput lines left on P6.
Armed with the above knowledge,

you should be able to understand the
operation of the example program
gtven at the end of the article on the
80C535 computer. A further example
covering the use of the ADC in the
80C535 is discussed below.

A 1O-bit A-D converter in
software
The flow-chart of a program that turns
the 8-bit ADC contalned in the 80C535
into a IO-bit converter is gtven in
Fig. 5, while the assembly language
listing is shown in Fig. 6. The matn
program starts at the MAlN label. Jt
switches the system clock on to port
line P 1.6 (this is done for test pur-
poses), and sets variable Channel to O.
This variable contains the channel to
be converted later by ADIOBlT, the A-D
converter subroutine proper. Next, the
main program calls subroutine
ADIOBlT, which does the actual con-
version, and stores the resuIt into a

80C535 PROGRAMMING

You need the following to be able to
follow the 80C535 hardware/assembler
course:

Hardware:
An 80C535 single-board computer as
described in Elektor Electronics
February 1994.
- An IBMPC or compatible with aserial
port on COM1: or COM2:.

Software:
Courseware disk (5.25 inch, 360K
MSDOS format).
- EMON52 system EPROM,fitted on
80C535 SBC.

he courseware disk and EPRQM are
avaitable as a set under order code 6221.
The disk is also available separately under
order code 1811. For prices and ordering
information, see page 70.

JOIN THE COURSEI

..... _ EA51'152 ASSEMBLER LISTING (5]5XMP03) .. _
UNE LOC 05.J T SOURCE

1 0000 535XIIIP03.A51
~ 0000 10 Bit "'-0 conve"t .. r
3 0000
4 0000
5 0000
6 0000
7 0000
B 0000
9 0000
10 0000
11 0000
12 0000
13 0050
14 0051
15 0053
16 0053
17 4100 75 08 40 (2] MAIN
16 4103 75 50 00 [2]
19 41069041 46 [2] LOOP
.041-0931 4F (2]
21 HOB 12 41 1B [2]
22 410E 78 SI [1]
2] U10 75 30 05 [2J
24 41D i a O' 00 [2]
25 4116 80 EE [2]
26 411B

27 4116 E5 50 [lJ
2B 411 ... 44 10 {lJ
29 411C 54 lF [lJ
30 411E F6 (1]
31 411F E5 06 [1]

j~:g~=~cc ~l
34 4124 F5 OB ni
354126750 ... 00 [2J
36 4lH 20 OC FO [2] BSYl
37 4l2C E5 09 [l]
36 412E ~3 (IJ
)9 4121' 23 [1]
40 4130 54 03 [lJ
41 4132 f5 52 (lJ
42 4134 110 41 42 [2]
43 4137 93 [2J
44 4136 f5 DA [IJ
45 413A 20 DC fO [2] BSY2
46 4130 E5 09 (lJ
47 4lJf" F5 51 [lJ
48 4141 22 l z I
411 4142
50 4142 40
51 4143 B4
52 4144 ca
53 4145 OC
54 4146
55 4146 00 DA 56

61 6C 75
65 3D 00

60535 SFRs definition

...neON EQU OOBH
AnOAT EQD 009H
O"'PR EQD DOM

Inu,rn~I RAI-I definition

'"Channe1 OS
"'OVal OS

050H,
a

Start addresa in interna 1 RAM
Ch"nnel number with ...0 converst<",
10 bit .... "sur ..d AO value

ORG HOOH
MOV ADCON, 'OlOOOOOOB
MOV Channel,lO
IIIOV OPTR, ITXT2
ACALL s-rx'r
LCALL AOI0BIT
IIIOV RO, IADval
IIIOV COI'IMANO,'eedROl6
LCALL MON
SJMP LOOP

A010BIT MOV
cat,~
'"'00~
oar,

'","0
ae

'"ju,
"M'
'"'"IIIOVC
,"V

"aov
'"m

"',Chan""l
"',MOOOIOOOOB
A.I00111111B
RO,A
"',"'DCON
.... 11100000011
A,RO
ADCON,A
DAPR.IO
"'DCON.4,IISYl
A,"'ODAT,,
.... 13
...oval+1,A
OPTR .ITABLEI
"',@A+OPTR
OAPR,A
AnCON.4.I!BV2
"',AOOAT
"'OV"I+O ,A

Proqram starts at 4100H
Swi tch on SYSCJ..I( On PI. 6

send 10" .. 10

10 bit eenverter subrout!n"

Output AOV.. 1 as deelmal vaI"e

Feteh ehannel number
11I0<1", single eonve" .. ion

Save
f"ateh old rnoda word
Raset AO part
And set anew
Md set as mode
se .. rt: conver .. ion 0-5 0 volt
watt: until ready
Feteh rell"lt
Shift: high-order bits to
Iow-order bi t:s
No most: significant bitll
Store II>OlIt signHieant byte of 10 bits
and "se 11.11 table offset
reteh new An converter range
Start conver .. ion
Wait until ready
reteh re ..ul t
ill I"",-order byt:e of 10 bit value

0.00 - 1.25 Volt
1.25 - 2.50 Volt
2.50 - 3.75 Volt
J.75 - 5.00 Volt

TXT2 13,10, -veau ..~' ,0

Funetion-eodes etc. for IIIONITOR ea11 ..

send text
.... nd 16 bit valu .. fRO deei .... 1
MONITOR: eomma.nd looation
MONITOR: jump addr"ss

; MONITOR, set eo"""and
; jUlllp 100 MONITOR (RET frOlll there)

DAPR :000'" Channel :0050

'00' :4106 A010BIT : 4118
TABLEI :4142 ~":4146,o~ '0030 '"' :0200

Fig.6. By means of a clever division of the internal reference voltage into four SUb-ranges,
this program implements a 10-bit A-D converter (535XMP03 on course diskette).

TAIILEI Oll
oa
ce
na

01000000B
1000010011
rrcmocca
00001100B

ca

56 4l4f
57 414f
56 H4F
59 414F
60 414f"
61 414f'
62 414f"
63 414F
64 414f 75 30 02 [2J STXT IIIOV COI'IMAND,~eeSTXT
65 4152 02 02 00 {2] L.l'MP MON
66 4155 END... _u." SYl'lBOL TAIlLE (17 Bymbolll)

ADCON : 0008 ADOAT : 00D9
"'OVal :0051 MAIN :4100
!!SV1 :4129 BSY2 :413A

eeSTXT :0002 ecdR016 :0005
STXT :414F

ecSTXT EQU
ccdR016 EQU
COMMAlilOEQU
IIION EQU

00211
005H
O:lOH
020011



COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

16-bit variable called Adval, located in
the internal RAM of the 80C535. The
conversion result is output in decimal
notatton by the main program via the
16-bit decimal output subroutine in
the EMON52 morutor. Once that is
done, the matn program starts agam
(at LOOP). and continues infinitely.
In subroutine ADIOBIT. the ADC ts

first switched to single conversion
mode, and to the channel indicated by
the respective variable. When program-
ming the ADe mode and channel nurn-
ber, care shou ld be taken to mask
bits 6 and 7 which control the bau-
drate generator and the system clock
output. Thrs is achieved by firsl felch-
ing the contents of ADCON Iltne 3!).
and then changing the desired bits
only with the aid of ORL and AND in-
structions. Next, the ADC (with a win-
dow size of 0-5 V) is started by the
tnstr-uction in Hne 35. The loop in
line 36 watts for the converston opera-
tion to finish by constantly moruto ring
the BUSYbit. Onee the converston is
done, the result is fetched. Bits 6 and 7
of the result indicate one of four ranges
in whtch the input voltage lies. The
four ranges are 0-1.25 V, 1.25-2.5 V,
2.5-3.75 V and 3.75-5 V. Two rotate in-
structions move these two bits to post-
tions 0 and I in the accumulator. The
word so created forms the lugher order
byte of the total result, and is stored at
address ADval+1. Next, the A-D con-
version ts started using the relevant
Window.The control words to be loaded
into DAPR for this purpose are con-
tained in a look-up table (label:
TABLE!). The two bits already estab-
lished are used as indices for aecess to
the table (lines 42 and 43). The second.
'Ime', A-D conversion is started in
line 44, and BUSY is monitored as be-
fore to wait for the conversion to ftrush.
The result yields the Iowcr-ordcr byte
of the total result, and is stored at ad-
dress Aljval-O. That eompletes the full
Lü-btt conversion.
The program processes the voltage

at analogue input 0 (K6 pin 3), and
outputs the voltage level as a decimal
value via the V24 sertal ehannel to the
PC. Clearly, the A-D converter de-
scribed is only suitable for very slowly
varying voltages, srnce two conversions
are performed, durtng which the input
voltage must rernatn the same. Tests
on several 80C535 controllers have
shown that the internal ADe IS subject
to fatrly large tolerances. For example,
even a direct connection of the ana-
Iogue input to VAREF failed to produce
the full-scale value of 1023. Instead, a
lower value was obtained, which also
appeared to vary between the chips
tested. For applications demanding
high aceuracy, tt ts. therefore, better to
use an extemal converter.

.*.*** EASM52 ASSEMBLERLISTING (S35XM.P04)
LINE LOC OBJ T SOURCE

1 0000
2 0000
3 0000
4 0000
5 0000
6 0000
7 0000
8 0000
9 0000
10 0000
11 0000
12 0000
13 0000
14 0000
15 0000
16 0000
17 4100
18 4100 02 BE
19 4102 51 OA
20 4104 80 Fe
21 4106
22 4106
23 4200
24 4200 02 BE
25 4202 51 OA
26 4204 02 AE
27 4206 02 BE
28 4208 80 FS
29 420A
30 420A 90 42 13
31 4200 75 30 na
32 4210 02 oz tltl
33 4213 4F 4B 20

00

535XMP04.A51
Watchdog test

IENtl EQU OA8H
IENl EQU tlBSH

; Functions codes for MONITORcillls

; Send text
; MONITOR: commilnd lociltion
; MONITOR: jump address

StleS35 special Function Registers

,
ccSTXT EQU tl02H
eOMMANOEQU caon
MON EQU 02tlOH

HAW
ORG HOOH
EQU s
SETB IENl. 6
ACALL SNDOK
SJMP LOP

[' 1
[2 ) LOP
i'l

MAIN2
ORG 4200H
EQU $
SETB IENI.6
ACALL SNDOK
SETB IENO. 6
SETB IENl.6
SJMP LOP2

1'1
[2) LOP2
1'1
[' 1
['1

; First pragrilm stilrts ilt 4100H

; Send text OK
; and da again

• Second program stilrts ilt 4200H

Send text OK
Reset ",,,tchdog

[2) SNOOK MOV DPTR,jTXTtl ;
[2) MOVCOMMAND,tccSTXT ;
[2) LJMP MON

TXTO OB 'OK ',0

J4 4217 END
******.** SYMBOLTABLE (11 symbols)

IENO : tlOAS IENI : 00B8
MON :02tlO MAIN :4100
LOP2 :42tl2 SNOOl< :420A

*•••••• ***
ccSTXT : oooa

LOP :41tl2
TXTtl :4213

Send report OK
MONITOR: se t; command
jump to MONITOR (RET from there)

eOMMANO:tl030
M.AIN2 :42tlO

Fig. 4. Program 535XMP04 on your course disk teaches you the basics ot the 80C535's watch-
dog.

Watchdog

To enable uninterruptable systems
(also called no-break systems) to be re-
alized more comfortably. the 80C535
features an on-board watchdog ttmer.
This is basically a l6-bit counter which
gene rates a processor reset if an over-
flow occurs. The watchdog is started by
setttng bit 6 in the IEN1 SFR at ad-
dress OB8H. Once started by software.
the watchdog can not be halted. At a
clock frequency of 12 MHz, a CPU reset
ts generated after 65,536 I1s.
Obviously, that can only be prevented
by the program resetting the watchdog
timer to 0 in time. This is achieved by
setting bit 6 in IENOand bit 6 in [ENI
by two successtve (I) instruetions.
A correctly operating program must

always ensure that the watchdog is
reset in time. Once the program
crashes, it is likely that the watchdog
is no langer reset. The result is that the
entire CPU is reset by the watchdog,
and the program is automatically
restarted. It is possible to use softwäre
to determine whether or not areset
was triggered by the watchdog by ex-
amining btt 6 in the IPO regtster (ad-
dress 09AH, not bit-addressable). if
this bit Is at 1, the CPU was reset by
the watchdog.
The use of the watchdog in 80C535

assembly language is illustrated by the
listing in Fig, 7. This program,
535XMP04.A51 (found on your course
dtsk) , shows a 'faulty' subprogram
whtch does not reset the watchdog,
and starts at address 4100H. A cor-
rectly working program starts at ad-

dress 4200H.
What happens if the program at

4100H is started after areset caused
by the watchdog? Care should be taken
not to reset the watchdog by a pertodi-
cally actuated interrupt routtne. That
is because the correetness of the inter-
rupt .rout tne ts no guarantee that the
main program ts still running cor-
reetly. Implementing a truly 'no-break'
system ts quttc taxtng to the program-
mer!.
What happens when the quartz

crystal oscillator fails? No proviston
has been made in the 80C535 to detect
this, and for the highest possible rclta-
btltty tt ts. therefore, recommended to
employ an external watchdog. The
80C537 has a few mteresting features
in this respect.

Next time: The 80C535's timers and
their use in time measurement and
pulsewidth modulation. Also abrief in-
troduction into the use of interrupts.

Note: in response to readers' enqumes
we would suggest the following suppli-
ers of the SAB80C535 microcontroller:

» Electrovalue, Untt 3. Central Trading
Estate. Statnes 1W18 4UX, England.
Tel. (0784) 442253, fax (0784)
460320.
• C-I Electrorucs. P.O. Box 22089,
6360-AB Nuth, Holland. Fax: (+31)
45 241877 (IC supplied incl. free
datasheet).
C-I Electronics also supply kits of the
80C535 computer. tech. ed.
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MAINS SIGNALLING SYSTEM
PART 1: RECEIVER

Design by W.Hackländer & S. Furchtbar

Mains signalling is a method by which signals can be superimposed on mains wiring for the
remote control of electrical equipment. It was first proposed by two Swiss inventors, Routin and

Brown, who paten ted the method to control street lighting in 1896. The technique is weil
established and accepted in the USA, but in this country and Europe interest in it as a medium
for communication has begun only in the late 1980s. This arttele deals with a system for use in
horne automation. The main advantages of the system are ease of installation, flexibility and

relatively low cost (because it uses existing mains wiring.

rr'he mains stgnalltng system. which ts
1. contralIed by a computer (not part of
the systeml. may be used for switching
or dimming Itghts. randorn swttchtng of
lights to gfve the hause a 'Itved-tn' look
while the occupant is away, switching all
lights simultaneously in the event of dan-
ger, provtdtng programmed or remote
switching of electrical applianees, and
many others. It is particularly helpful to
disabled or handicapped people.
The system uses radio frequency [r.f.]

stgnals supertmposed on the very low fre-
quency (v.l.f.) mains voltagc. The r.f. sig-
nals are tao high in frequency to inter-
fere with the power supply and too low to
affect radio and TV reception. They are,
however, easily detected by a suttable re-
ceiver as described in this first part of the
article. The modulation used is amplitude
shift keying (ASK)which is facilitated by
an Ie specially developed for mains sig-
nalling systems.
The equipment complies with European

Standard EN 50 065-1. which was ap-
proved by CENELEC (Corrute Europeen
de Normalisation Electrotechnique-
European Committee for Electrotechnical
Standardization), of which the United
Kingdom ts a member. *
The system fonns a link between a com-

puter and mains-operated equipment-
see Fig. 1. It consists or"a transmitter
(sometimes called controller) and one or
more receivers. Each apparatus to be con-
trolled Via the system needs tts own re-
cetver, which switches it on and off. Up
to 127 receivers may be controlled by one
transmttter. The status of each receiver
is monttored at the transmitter. The trans-
mtttcr is an intelligent unit whose mi-
croprocessor provides the comrnands that
are transmitted via tho computer.
Communication between the transmttter
and the computer is via a standard RS232
link.

Design considerations
The circutt diagram inFig. 4 is drawn in
two distinct parts: that at the left per-

mains

]~~::
~I........----I I----<" ='f

e]~~~
Fig. 1. Setup 01 a 2-receiver system. Up to 127 receivers may be accommodated.

________ 25.6ms _

-r-

I--- 2.13ms-----1 940021·1· 13

Fig. 2. Construction 01 the code used by the MM53200N.

vee c_ OUT,

940021·1· 14

Fig. 3. Block schematic 01 modem lC NE5050.
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MAINS SIGNALLING SYSTEM 11
farms the data recognition and back re-
porting of data information: that at the
light compnses the modulator /demodu-
lator-modem- and the power supply.
The transmitter sends a train of 13

pulses along the mains wiring whtch are
picked up by the recerverls). Of the 13
pulses, eight are used far conveytng the
address. Each receiver compares the in-
coming code with its own address. If the
two are identical, the relay in the receiver
changes state. At the same time. the re-
cerver sends back a pulse traln contatn-
ing its address and possibly having a 'I'
in the 11th posttton. Thts dtgtt tndtcates
to the transmitter that the receiver's relay
is energtzed. This arrangement means
that each receiver occupies two ad-
dresses in the system. Since eight bits
are used, the total number of receivers is
limited to 127,which should not present
a problem in most cases.
Address recognition is performed by

JC" a Type MM53200 from National
Semiconductor. This IC contains an os-
cillator, an encoder and a deooder. In the
transmit mode, the Ie converts the 12
logic levels at its data Inputs, 08,-08'2'
into a trains of 12 pulses (plus astart
pulse. The pulse repetition rate [p.r.r.] is
determined bynetwork RWC[6-Thewidth
of each pulse determines the legte level-
see Fig. 2. The encoding used guaran-
tees reliable data transfer even when the
stgnal hnes are subject to interference.
In the receive rnode. the incoming sig-

nal (12 data pulses plus start pulse) is
compared to the Iocal code in a sequen-
tial manner. If there is an error, the sys-
tem is reset and begins its comparison
on the next pulse, lf all 12 bits are re-
ceived correctly, a 'valid' stgnal is gen er-
ated. This stgnal c1ears one counter and
clocks another. The latter (3-stage) coun-
ter counts the 'valid' pulses. When and
only when four correct pulse trains, with
a maximurn pulse spacing of 142 ms.have
been received, does the transmtt/recetve
output go low.
Data-select pins 1-9 of ICI are con-

nected to ground via jumpers on header
KI' In the JC, the pins are connected to
pull-up resistors, ensurtng that each of
them is au tomalicaliy at high logic level
ifthereis nojumpertoearth. Consequently.
the jumpers ate these ptns enable ad-
dresses 0-127 to be set. Address 0 cor-
res ponds to DO jumpers and address 127
to seven jumpers at K I'
The clock ofIC, has been fixed at about

45 kHz by the time-constant RI4-C[6- At
that frequency, transmitting a complete
pulse train takes about 25.6 ms.
When the power is switched on. mono-

stables IC6a and JC6b,as well as bistable
JC4d,are reset via R,-c1l9. The output of
rC6b is then low, so that ICI is in the re-
ceive mode (via mode input pin 15). In
this sttuatton. T2 is cut off, so that the
signals from the modem section are trans-
ferred 10 pin 16 oflCI_ Pin I ofbistable
ICla is low. so that Tl is cut off and there



GENERAL INTEREST

is no supply to the relay. Diode Dl is off.
When four urnes the correct code has

been received, the transmtt/recetve out-
put goes low. Ifno more valid data are re-
cetved. this output changes state, which
causes IC6aand IC6bto be trtggered. The
output of IC6bclocks bistable ICla. caus-
ing this stage to change state. This re-
sults inTI betng swttched on, so that the
relay is energized. Also. 0 I Iights. The
mono period of IC6a is very short. Since
the mverttng output of tlus multivibra-
tor is Iinked to the tngger Input of IC6b.
that stage will no langer react to new In-
comtng tngger pulses [it will also nol be
tnggered by the data which the receiver
is about to send back),
Al the instant ICla changes state, IC6b

reverses the level at pin 15 of lC], which
results in the IC sending its own address
code. Gate [NAND)IC<!<:provides the legte
level for DSll [pin 11). When the output
of IC6bis high. the output of the gate de-
pends on the output state oflCla and thus
on the status of the relay. If the gate pro-
vides a '0', the relay is energized: if a '1',
the relay is not powcrcd. In this way, the
transmitter receives Information as to the
status of the teeeiver.
The pulse train from lCI is generated

a few firnes until the mono time of leIb
has elapsed. Duringthis time, T2is on so
that no transmitted stgnals can be sent
back to pin 16 of ICI. After this perrod.
lCI switches back to the receive mode.

Modulation/demodulation
Modulation and demodulation ofthe dig-
ital signals is provided by Une dnver IC2.
a Type NE5050 from Phütps /Bignettcs
specially developed for use in mains sig-
nal-ling systems. The block diagram of
this devtce is shownin Fig. 3, The IC uses
amplitude shtft keying in which the two

Fig. 5. Printed circuit board lor the mains signalling receiver.

digital levels are transmitted at different
amplitudes (strictly speaking, maxtmum
amplitude and no amplitude).

Capacitors Cs, C6and transforrnerTr-
deterrntne the frequency of the send 05-

cillator [here. 100 kHz). The carrter wave

Fig. 6. Illustration 01 how the board should be litted into the enclosure: lirst lit the modem board to the bottom 01 the case with
threaded (or partly threaded) spacers (left-hand photo); then lit the digital board on top 01the spacers (right-hand photo).
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Fig. 7. Wiring diagram 01 the boards and plug and socket arrangement.

Fig. 8. Case litted with standard UK plug
and socket.
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generated by the line driver is switched
on and off by the digital signal applied to
its pln 19. The output. pins 15 and 17. of
IC2 is applied to the mains wtnng via R3'
~' low-pass filter Ll (which suppresses
high harmontcs). impedance matching
reststor R2. coupltng capacitor C3 and iSQ-
latmg transformer Tri.
Capacitor Cj and Tri form a band-pass

filter with a centraJ frequency of about
110 kHz.
Capacitor Cl provtdes severe attenu-

ation of the 50 Hz mams signal.
Series-connected diodes D) and D2

ltmtt the received signal and suppress in-
terfertng spikes on the mains voltage. The
specified types are spectal transient -volt-
age-suppression diodes that react very
fast to such spikes: they should not be
replaced by different types.
The received (and possibly limited) stg

nal is applied to pln 20 and then to a band-
pass filter in the IC. whose upper cut-off
frequency is fixed at 300 kHz; the lower
cut-off frequency is determined by the
value OfCII.
A further band-pass fllter. consisting

of C10and Tr3' is provided between the
input amplifier and the detector (in IC2).
The signal ts then applied to a lew-pass

MAINS SIGNALLING RECEIVER I
filter of which Cg is apart, and finally to
an AM rejectton stage. where any resid-
ual component of the 110kHz carrier
wave Is removed. The average direct volt-
age is stored in C8.
After passtng through the comparator.

the stgnal ts enhanced by C7 (which re-
moves any rernaining spikes) and an in-
ternal bistable (which smooths its
edges). Finally. the data are sent to [Cll
via pin 1l.
The power supply is straightfotward.

A 1.8 VAtransforrner. Tr4 provides 15 V
a.c. which, after rectification in D6-D9
and smoothtngby Cjj, is held at 12Vby[C3.
Since lCI, IC4, and ICBcan not toler-

ate a 12 V supply. network RrD4 lowers
the supply to these ICs to 9 V.

Construction
The recetver must be buüt in a special.
high-impactABS enclosure with an inte-
gral mains plug at the front and a rnains
socket at the back: the type of plug and
socket depends on the country you live
in. The photograph ln Fig. 8 shows a stan-
dard UK type: Amcrtcan and European
types are also available (see Parts List).
The insulating properttes of the cnclos-
ure must be first class, because trans-
former Trj may not provide fu llmains iso-
lauen.
The circuitry is butlt on two printed

cn-cutt boards as shown in Fig. 5. One of
these hauses the modem IC. transform-
ers and relay and the other the digital cir-
cutts. Remove two corners of each of the
boards to ensure that the lid will still fit
on the case.
Because of the limited available space,

mount a11resistors and zener diodes up-
rtght. Use sockets for all ICs.
Keep 311 connecting wires at the track

side of the digital board short, otherwise
the finished board will not fit in the case.
Place the LED a fewmUlimetres above

the board, so that tt fits nicely in a 5 rum
dia, hole drilled in the lid of the case. For
safety reasons, do not use a 3 mrn LED.
The two boards are interconnected via

a length of 5-core Ilat-cable. Insert this
cable in the holes at the track stde of the
upper board.
Solder three pins at the track erde of

the modem board forconnecttng the mains
cable. In the prototype, flat pins with small
rtdges that sit securelyon the board were
used. However, standard round pins bent
at rtght angles and securely soldered ln
place mayaIso be used.
Interconnect the two mains connec-

tions in the case with the relevant pins
underneath the mains transformer on the
modem board with insu!ated ctrcutt wire
(5-10 cm lang) terminated into appropri-
ately sized sold er tags. Connect the re-
maining pin underneath the relay with
the L(ive)pin ofthe case socket. Interlink
the earth terminals on the plug and socket.
All these connections are shown inFig. 7.
Fit all mains connections on the boards
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with insulating sleeve.
When the boards are completed, in-

stall the modem board at the bottorn of
the case and fasten tt with two 25 mrn
[I in.) partly threaded spacers. Next,mount
the other board on to the spaccrs and fix
it into place with twoM3bolts. This board
should be seated immediately above the
relay, Jf necessary, fit shims on to the
spacers to increase the dtstance between
the board and relay slightly. The pho-
tographs in Fig, 6 show how the boards
are located in the case.

Parts list
Resistors:
Rl=47kQ
R2= 47 Q
R3' R, = 10 Q
R5' Rij. RiO = 5.6 kQ
R? = 180 Q
Rs=3.9kQ
Rg. Rll = 4.7 kQ
Rl2 = 22 kQ
Rl3 = 10 kQ
Rl4 = 180 kQ
Rl5 = 1.5 MQ
R16=470kQ

Capacitors:
Cl = 470 nF, 250 V a.c., 630 V d.c.
C2 = 6.8 nF, MKT,pitch 5 mm
C3= 470 nF. MKT,pitch 5 mm
C4, Cs, C12,CiS, C20= 100 nF, MKT,
pitch 5 mm

C5, CiO = 2.2 nF. MKT,pitch 5 mm
C6= 10 pF
C7= 4.7 nF, MKT,pitch 5 mm
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Cg=4.7nF
Cll=IOnF
Ci3 = 220 MF,35 V. radial
Cl4 = 10 ~IF,16 V, radial
C15.Cl?' Cl9 = 10 MF. 16 V
Cl6 = 220 pF, polystyrene

Inductors:
LI = 390 ~IH

Semiconductors:°1.°2= BZT03/C15 [Philips)
D3 = IN4148
D4=zener. 9.1 V. IW
05 = LEO. red, 5 mm
06-09 = IN4001
Tl. T2 = BC547B

Integrated circuits:
lCI = 4013
lC2= NE5050N [Philips/Signetics)

lC3=7812
lC, = 4093
[C5=MM53200N[NationalSenUconductor)
[C6= 4538

Misc'ellaneous:
K 1= 14-way header
K2.K3= S-core flatcable [5-10 cm)
Re. = relay. 12 V. 1 make contact, for
PCB mounttng

Tri =Tl002 [Toko 707VXTI002N)
Tr2. Tr3 = 420 I [Toko LPCS420 1)
Tr4 = mains transformer. 15 V, 1.8 VA
for PCB mounting

Endosure, 120x65x60 mm [approx) wtth
integral plug and socket [see text).
Suitable cases to UK. USA and Euro-
pean standards are available from Bopla
(in UK represented by Phoenix Mecano
Ud, Telephone (0296) 398 853.

peB. Ref. 940021-1 [see page 70)

*Further informattcn on the general as-
pects of mains stgnallmg may be ob-
tained frorn the BEAMAlnteractive and
Mains Systems Association, Leicester
House, 8 Leicester Street. London
WC2H 7BN. Telephone 071 437 0678.
Fax 0714374901.
In general, for domestic apphcattons,

the level of the stgnal signal applied
across the mnms wiring must not ex-
ceed 116 dB ~V [631 mV). Measured
across the line or neutral terminal and
ground, thelevel mustnotex.ceed316mV
[110 dB MV).The spectfied impedance
must be 50 Q

Third harmonie sputious radtations
must not exceed 57 dB ~lV (0.7 mV).
EN 50 065-1 spectftes a frequency

range of 95-125 kHz.
Inpractice, these requirements mean

that only small energy levels may be ap-
plied across lhe malns wiring. This in
turn means that the recetver must be
fairly sensitive and that spurious sig-
nals and the 50 Hz mains hum must
be suppressed adequately. Moreover,
as extra precautions, switching in-
structions must be sent several tirnes.
while at the recetver. received codes are
corupared several times
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is no supply to the relay. Diode 01 is off.
When four times the correct code has

been received, the transmitjreceive out-
put goes low. Ifno more valid data are re-
ceived, this output changes state, which
causes IC6aand IC6bto be triggered. The
output ofIC6b clocks bistable ICla, caus-
ing this stage to change state. This re-
sults in TI being switched on, so that the
relay is energized. Also, 01 lights. The
. mono period of IC6ais very short. Since
the inverting output of this multivibra-
tor is linked to the trtgger input of IC6b'
that stage will no Ionger react to new in-
coming trigger pulses (it will also not be
trtggered by the data which the receiver
is about to send back).
At the instant ICla changes state, IC6b

reverses the level at pin 15 ofICI, which
results in the IC sending its own address
code. Gate (NANO)IC4c provides the logtc
level for OSll [pin 11).When the output
ofIC6b is high, the output ofthe gate de-
pendson the output state of ICj , and thus
on the status ofthe relay. Jf the gate pro-
vides a '0', the relay is energized: if a T,
the relay is not powered. In this way, the
transmitter receives information as to the
status of the receiver.
The pulse train from ICI is generated

a few times until the mono time of IClb
has elapsed. Ouring this time, T2is on so
that no transmitted stgnals can be sent
back to pin 16 of ICI' After this period,
ICI switches back to the receive mode.

Modulation/demodulation
Modulation and demodulation ofthe dig-
ital signals is provided by line driver IC2'
a Type NE5050 from PhilipsjSignetics
specially developed for use in mains sig-
nal-ling systems. The block diagram of
this device is shown in Fig. 3. The ICuses
amplitude shift keying in which the two

Fig. 5. Printed circuit board for the mains signalling receiver.

digital levels are transmitted at different
amplitudes (strictly speaking. maximum
amplitude and no amplitude).

Capacitors C5.C6and transformer Trj
determine the frequency of the send os-
cillator (here, 100 kHz). The carrierwave

Fig. 6. Illustration of how the board should be fitted into the enclosure: first fit the modem board to the bottom of the case with
threaded (or partly threaded) spacers (Iett-hand photo); then fit the digital board on top of the spacers (right-hand photo).
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FIGURING IT OUT
PART 15 - SINE WAVES AND OTHERS

By Owen Bishop

This series is intended to help you with the quantitative aspects of electronic design:
predicting currents, voltage, waveforms, and other aspects 01' the behaviour of circuits.

Our aim is to provide more than just a collection of rule-of-thumb formulas.
We will explain the underlying electronic theory and, whenever
appropriate, render some insights into the mathematics involved.

Ina11 the discussions in this
series up to the present, the

only periodie inputs that we have
considered have been sinusoidal
waves. We now have to consider
circuit behaviour when the input
is periodic but is not sinusoidal.
For example, in what way does
a given circuitrespond to a square
wave, a rectified eine wave, 01' a
sawtooth wave?
The situation seerns fraught

with complicaticns because there
are so many possible forme that
waves may bave. Fortunately, we
are rescued by the work ofBaron
Jean BaptisteJoseph de Fourier
(1768-1830) whose Fourier Series
provides a way ofexpressing com-
plicated but periodic functions in
terms ofsines and eosines. When
a waveform has been analysed
into a number of sirre and co-
sine waves of different ampli-
tudes, we calculate the behaviour
of the circuit for each compo-
nent, considered separately. Then
we m ake use ofthe pr inciple of
superposition (Part 3) to find
the response ofthe circuit to the
complete waveforrn. The equa-
tion for the Fourier Series is de-
scribed in detail later, butwe look
at some simple examples firat.

Summing sines
The waveform ofFig.122 isclearly
not sinusoidal, but it is easy to
see that it is the sum oftwo sine
wave of different amplitude, one
having a frequency twice that
of the other. These two compo-
nents are shown separately in
Fig. 123. In musical terms, the
one with the lower frequency is
termed the fundamental,. and
the one with souble the frequency
is the first harmonie. Between
t = 0 and t = n/2, the waves re-
informce each other, so that the
resultantFig.122)peaksin that

region. Between t = rr./2 and
t = 3rr/2, the waves partly can-
cel out, causing the resultant to
be f1attened toward the x-axis.
From t= 3rr/2tot = 2R, thewaves
reinforce again. We could add a
eonstant term to the equation for
Fig. 122, for example:

The effeet of this is simply to
shift the curve up the page. In
electronic terms, the pet-icdic
signal is superimposed on a con-
stant direct voltage, assuming
thaty refers to a voltage. In the
discussions which follow, this
variable might equally weIl rep-
resent a current 01' any other
quantity which varies per-iodi-
eally.

y = 6 + 4sint + 2sin2t
[Eq. 120J

Y=4 sint+ 2 sln2t

n
T

!I3OO,.-.v- ,,,

Fig.122

@ Y=4slnt

® Y= 2 sin2t

O3OO'.·XV·'>3

Fig.123

y

i. Y= 5 + 3 slnt- 15 sln2t+ 4.5 coat .. 0.5 cos3t

t--
!»(IO'O-'V-'~'

Fig.124

t
---+

Figure 124 shows a signal
that has five components:
y = 5 + 3sint -1.5sin 2t

+ 4.5cost + 0.5cos3t
[Eq. 121J

This might be taken to be the
trace of an audio signal Irom a
musical instrument as seen on
the sereen of an oscilloscope. As
we shall later, although a Fourier
Series has (in theory) an infi-
nite numberofterms, quite often
only the first few terms need to
be evaluated in practice.
So far, we have synthesized

waveforms by writing out a se-
r-ies comprising a constant and
oneor more sine 01' eosine tenns.
Now we have to find out how to
werk in the opposite direction.
Given a waveform such as the tri-
angular wave of Fig. 125, we
analyse it in to its components.
But, before we leave the simple
examples above, note these fea-
tures ofthe series:

• a constant (d.c.) term;
• terms in sin t, sin 2 t (in gen-
eral, sin n t, where n is an in-
teger);

• terms in cost, cos2t ... eosnt;
• the terms have different co-
effieients, which may be pos-
itive or negative;

• thefundamental frequeneyis
such that one eycle takes 2n
seconds (we will explai n how
to deal with other fundamental
frequencies later );

• all frequencies are multiples
of the fundamental.

In practiee, the series may be sim-
plified if, for example, the con-
stant term 18zero, 01' the coeffi-
cients of a11 the aine terms 01'

a11 the eosine terms are zero.
Equation 120 is an example of
aseries in which the eosine terms
a11have a zero coefficient.
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Although theequation i8 lang and
unwieldy, itbreaks down into dis-
tinct parts as listed above. The
constant term is AQ• We repre-
sent the coefficients ofthe eosine
terms byal,a2'" " an' and the co-
efficients of the sine terms by
b1>b2,"" bn. Theirnportant prop-

930010· XV· 127

erty ofthe Fourier Series is that,
with some exceptions, any kind
ofperiodic signal can be analysed
as an equation of this form.
Different signal have different
sets of coefficients and our next
task is to calculate these.
The first term is the rnean

FIGURlNG IT OUT - PART 15

values ofy over 1eycle. This fits
in with the idea ofthe first term
beingequivalent to the steady di-
reet voltage on which the signal
voltage is superimposed. In the
case of Fig. 125, it is easy to
evaluate the first term simply by
looking at the graph. During
1 eycle, y ramps down linearly
from IOJt to zero. The first term
is the mean of IOJt and zero. In
grneral:

Ao~5"

1 12ffAo~- ydt
2" 0

This integral gives the area under
the graph for a period of 1cycle.
The integral divided by the pe-
riod (2Jt) is the mean value of y.
In some cases, it may be easier

[Eq.123]

Integrating by parts
'Ibis technique 'is used to inte-
grate the product of two ex-
pressions, both ofwhich are func-
tions of the same variable. We
shall eall the two parta u and
dv/dt (these symbols do not uec-
essarily ha veanything to dowith
voltages).
In the example in tbe text,

for finding eosine terms:

u ~Y ~10,,-5t
du/dt ~ cosnt.

Fourier series
The Fourier Series has this form:

y =AO + alcost + a2cos2t
+a3cos3t + ,., +ancosnt
+b1sint +b2sin2t + b3sin3t
+ ... bn sinnt.

[Eq. 122]
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First, differeutiate u:

du/dt ~ -5.

Next, integrate du/dt to ob-
tain u:

v ee (sinnt)/n.

The constant ofin tegration is not
required. The integral ofthe prod-
uct 1S given by the formula

fu.dv/dt dz e uv-. f v·du/dt dt

Substitute u, v and du/dt, and
evaluate.
Applying this formula to the

example:

112ffan ~- (lOlI-5t)cosntdt
n 0

~~r[(lO"-5)(sin ntl/n]5ff

"
12'- 0-5(sinnt)/ndt)

The integration is continued in
the text.

Box 1
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to integrate from -1t to +1t. It
does not really matter where in
the cycle we begin, as lang as
we finish 21tseconds later.

Cosine terms
The formula for the coefficients
of the cosine term is:

11
2rr

an=- y cosnt dt
rr 0

[Eq. 124l

This is similar to Eq. 123, but
here we have a product to in-
tagrate. The product isy x cosnt
. and, since y is a function of t,
wemust integrate by parts (see
Box 1).U sing this technique, we
find that:

an ~~I[(10rr-5t)sin ntl~rr
rrn

r2rr+5 Josin nt drl

The second term on the right
equals zero (see Box 2), leaving:

an ~~I(lOrr-10rr)sin 2nrr
rrn
+(10rr-0)sinOI

~~IO+ lOrr sin 01
rrn

But, sin 0 = 0, so

As a result of this, there are no
eosine terms in the series. This
considerably simplifies matters.

Sine terms
The formula for the coefficients
of the sine terms 15:

11
2rr

.bn=- Y SIll nt dt
rr 0

[Eq.125l

Integrating by parta:

bn ~~1[-(10rr-t)cos ntl~rr
rrn

r2rr+5 Jo-cos nt dz}

The second term on the right
equals zero (see Box 2), leaving:

-1 2bn ~-IHlO,,-t)cos ntlorrrrn

r2rr+5 Jo-cos nt dti

But cos O.» 1, so

bn ~ lOnlnn ~ 101n.

Thus, the sine terms have the
form:

(lOln) sinnt

for n ::::.1, 2, 3, .

How many terms?
We are now in a position to as-
semble the series from the ini-
tial term and the coefficients. In
Eq. 126, we take the series as
far as the third harmonic:

y::::. 5rr + 10sint +5sin2t
+3.333sin3t + 2.5sin4t

[Eq. 125l
This function is graphed for
1 eyele in Fig. 126. It shows un-
dulating sine-like features, but
is recognisably the triangular
wave of Fig. 125. For such an
un-sinuscidal wavefonn as a sharp-
toothed triangular wave, we need

10 FOR t = 0 TO 6.4 STEP 0.05
20 u = PI*5
30 FOR n = 1 TO 20
40 u = u + 10/n*SIN(n*t)
50 NEXT
60 PRINT ES, t;" ";ROUND(u,3J
70 NEXT

Fig.128
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Useful integrals
CalcuJations are often made very much shorter when these in-
tegrals occur in an expression to be evaluated. Integration is
with respect to t, over the limits 0 to 21tor -1t to +7t, and n and
mare positive i.ntegers.

Term to be integrated
sinnt
cosnt
sin2nt
cos2nt
sinnt cosmt
cos nt cos mt

sinnt sinmt

r2rrExample: Josin3t cos 4t dt~O

Integral
o
o

Condition

or

n

"o
o
lt
o

n-::t.m.
n==m
n v m
lt== Inor

Box 2

Fig.130

easier to type and sums hun-
dreds of terms, if required.

Circuit modelling
AB an illustration ofhow the Fourier
Series may be used in modelling,
we will see what happens to the
sawtoothed voltage wave of
Fig. 125 when it is applied to
the circuit ofFig. 129, which is
a passive high-pass f'ilter.
Remember tbat tbe period oftbe
wave is 21[. Its frequeney is
1/2lt ~ 0.159 Hz. To have any ef-
feet on the lower harmonics, we
need a eapacitorofrelatively high
value. With the values shown in
Fig. 129, the -3 dB point is 2 Hz.
We now need to examine the

terms of the Fourier Series for y
and find what happens to them
when fed into the filter. The first
term, 5n, is a d.c. term and does
not pass through. Reealling the
teehnique used in Part 6 to eal-
eulate the attenuation and phase

930010·XV·I30

more terms in the series to obtain
a good representation. We ex-
tend the series until we obtain
a waveform which we consider
to be suffieiently elose to the re-
quired waveform:

... +2sin5t + 1.667sin6t
+1.429sin 7t + ... +0.5sin20t.

Figure 127 shows tbe result of
extending the series up to n == 20,
the 19th harmcnic. It is clear
that, as we take more and more
tenns, the resultingfunction map-
proaehes more and more closely
to that of the original triangu-
lar wave. It is only where there
is a dramatic change that ap-
preciable oseillations are observed.
Calculating and summingthe

terms is fast on a programmable
ca1eulator. However, theprogram
memory may not cope with as
many as 20 terms. A computer
program in BASIC (Fig. 128) is

t---.o
2n

-2
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lag of a low-pass filter (Fig, 52),
we calculate the effect of the
high-passfilterofFig, 1280n the
fundamental component,
y = lOsint. The total impedance
of the filter is:
Z=R~j/oC,

where weexpress theirnpedance
of the capacitor as a cornplex
number (see Part 9). Given that
W= 1,R = 100 and C = 800xl0-6,

Z = 100 ~ j1250,

or, in polar form:

Z = 1254 L~1.49.

Angles are in radians. Considering
the filter as a potential divider,
its output is uR, and:

For the fundamental, the peak
values of uin is 10 V (the coeffi-
cient of the sin t term of the se-
ries).

Uout = 1000/(1254 L~1.49)
= 0.7974 L1.49.

The output signal is attenuated
to about 0.8 V peak and leads
the input by 1.49 rad.
We can similarly find Uout for

each ofthe harmonics, expressed
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in polar form. The values of R
and C remain the same, but co
becomes 2, 3. 4, ... for succes-
sive harmonics. The outputs are
attenuated bydifferent amounts
and have different phase leads.
These outputs can not be added
in the usual way, as phasors,
because they are all of different
frequencies. We therefore ex-
press each ofthem as a sine wave
of given amplitude and period
with a given phase lead. In this
form, the output from the fun-
damental is:

Uout = 0.7974sin(t + 1.49).

Summing the outputs for the
fundamental and the first 19
harmcnice, we have:

Uout = 0.7974sin(t + 1.49)
+0.7900 sin (2t + 1.41)
+0.7778sin(3t + 1.34)
+ 0.5771sin(12t + 0.81)
+ 0.4241sin(20t + 0.56).

Note that the coefficients de-
erease, but much more slowly
than in the original funetion.
This reflecte the fact that the
higher frequeneies are less at-
tenuated than the lower fre-
quencies. Also, the phase lead
is leass as frequency inereases.
When W = 12, f = w/2n = 1.91,
which is approximately at the
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~3 dB point of the filter. The
input amplitude of this cornpo-
nentis 10/12 = 0.8333 and its out-
put amplitude is 0.5771. The at-
tenuation is 0.5771/0.8333
= 0.69. This is roughly 0.7, the
expected attenuation at the
~3 dB level. The phase lead is
0.81 rad., equivalent to 46°, elose
to the lead of 45° expected at
the ~3 dB point.
A graph of Uout appears in

Fig, 129. It shows that filtering
has a dramatic effect on the saw-
tooth wave, reducing it to a se-
ries of spikes, where the volt-
age suddenly steps up at the be-
ginning ofeach cycle. The circui t
filters out the slow change of
voltage as waveform ramps down.
This graph has more pronounced
undulations than Fig. 127; this
is due to the fact that the high-
pass filter makes the higher fre-
quencies relatively prominent.
Inthe example above we have

illustrated the use ofthe Fourier
Series by modelling a simple
waveform being passed through
a cireuit with a simple response.
There are easier ways of doing
this, as we shall see in Part 17.
It is with more elaborate wave-
forms and more eomplicated cir-
cuits that the FourierSeries shows
its power.With a computer to pro-
vide help with the calculations,
this is a useful technique for

analysingcireuit behaviour. Next
month, we show how to tackle
other types of wave and we look
at ways of shortening the cal-
culations.

Test yourself

Atriangular waveform ramps up
aecording to the equationy = 2t,
repeating every 2n .seeonds.
Express this as a Fourier Series,
as far as the 3rd harmonie. This
signal is applied to a low-pass fil-
ter ha ving the same components
as Eig, 129, but with Rand C
interehanged. Caleulate a se-
ries for the waveform ofthe out-
put signal as far as the 3rd har-
monic.

Answers to
Test yourself (Part 14)
1. i=0.3(e-t~e-2t) + 0.06923e-2t
~(9cos3t + 7sin3t)/130.

2.i = 0.03316e-4/ ~ 0.02036e-246/
~0.0128e-O.4545t. Current
= 774 J.lA.

3. d2i/dt2 + 10000di/dt
+ 5000i = 4eO.5t.
i = Ae-5t + Be-9995t
+ (7.27x10-5) eO.5'.
i = 0.0003277(e-5t ~e-9995t)
+ (7.27x10-5)(eO.5t~ e9995/).
Current = 0.275 mA.
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DIRECT CONVERSION RECEIVERS

PART2 (final)

SOME NOTES ON DESIGN AND
CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES,
AND THREEPRACTICAL EXAMPLES

By Joseph J. Carr, B.Se., MSEE

In the previous instalment of this article
we examined the theory behind direct
conversion receivers (DeR). In this final
instalment we will take a look at three
simple projects that are based on the
principles discussed in Part 1. Three dif-
ferent designs are selected for testing:
the 40 and 75/80·meter bands 'Neopbyte'
design by John Dillen': a aü-meter band
HF receiver based on the passive DBM
designs of Lewallen and Campbell''; and
a VLF design. All three designs were fab-
ricated and tested on a common test
chassis built especially for the purpose.

The common test chassis
Part of the decision to build and test sev-
eral direct conversion receivers involved
having a common chassis for all three de-
signs, Although not very elegant, being
made of scrap aluminum chassis and bot-
tom plates from the 'junk box', it was at
least low cost and effective. Figure 1
shows the receiver test bed front panel.
It is fitted with a Jackson Brcthers cali-
brated dial with a 10:1 fastJslow vernier
drive. The 6.35·mm (0.25·in.) shaft cou-

p1ing on the vernier drive is used to turn
either a variable air dielectric capa citor
or potentiometer, depending on whether
the DeR being built is a mechanically
tuned or voltage tuned version. For most
of the experiments the voltage tuned va-
riety was used. Two additional controls
are also provided, and both are poten-
tiometers. The pot to the right of the tun-
ing knob is a volume control. whi1e that
to the left is the RF tuning control (for
voltage tuned front-end circuits).
Three circuits are provided for the test

bed: two d.c. power supplies and an
LM386 audio power amp1ifier. One d.c.
power supply (Fig. 2) is used to provide
+12 V regulated to the circuits of the
DeRs used on the test bed. It uses a 7812
three-terminal IC voltage regulator, and
works from a 15 Vd.c., or higher source.
In the case ofthis project, raw power was
provided by two 9·V dry-cell batteries
connected in series. The second d.c.
power supply (Fig. 3) consists of a 78L12
low-power, three-terminal voltage regu-
lator and a potentiometer. The poten-
tiometer is for main tuning, and is
ganged to the main dial of the chassis. In

Fig. 1. Test chassis for direct conversion experiments. This chassis incorporates the OC
power supplies, tuning voltages for RF and LO, and an LM386 audio amplifier stage.

~--""!o omerc!rcui!s

Fig. 2. OC power supply for the OCR test
chassis. A pair of 9 volt batteries provides
primary power, which is then regulated to
12 V by a 7812 IC voltage regulator.

normal use, this potentiometer is used to
tune the local oscillator (LO) of the DeR.
The audio amplifier is the LM386 low-

power 'audio system on a chip' device.
The LM386 uses a miniraum of extern al
components, and includes both the audio
preamplifiers and the power amplifiers
to produce between 250 mW and 700 mW
of audio power, depending on the partic-
ular deviee specified. The circuit for the
audio section is shown in Fig. 4, whi1e its
location on the test bed chassis is shown
in Fig. 5. Note that the audio section has
its own +12-V regulator. This is an op-
tional feature, but does serve to keep
load variations in the audio amplifier
from coupling to the rest ofthe circuitry.
The audio seetion is the small circuit
board on the left side of the chassis right
by the audio volume control.
Figure 5 shows the rear view of the

DeR test bed chassis. As mentioned, the
audio amplifier section is shown on the
left. The gray metal box contains either
the variable air-dielectrte capacitor, or
potentiometer and power supply (Fig. 3),

",..Tune ln5

920015 ·11· 12

Fig.3. Tuning voltage source. Potentiometer
R1 is mechanically ganged to the main
tuning dial and gear assembly.
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Fig. 4.• Circuit 10r the LM386 audio amplifier
stage on the OCR test chassis.

either of which may be used to tune the
local oscillator of the DCRs being tested.
The 12-V d.c. power supply is located on
the small printed circuit board to the
rear of the tuning box. Space is provided
to the right of the tuning box for the cir-
cuitry of the DCR being tested. This
board is changed from one project to the
other.
Wiring board construction used two

different methods. The audio amplifier,
the tuning d.c. power supply and 12-V
d.c, regulated power supply were built on
Radio Shack (Tandy) 'universal' printed
circuit boards. The DCRs, on the öther
hand, were wired using Vector perf-
board with a hole grid on ü.L-inch cen-
tres, er an equivalent product.
Three different antennas were used

for testing the D'Cfts in this article: a
5BTV Cushcraft ä-wavelength harn band
vertical, an outdoor 30-m (100-ft) ran-
dom length end-fed wire, and a 6-m (20-
ft) wire strung across the ceiling of my
basement workshop. Interestingly
enough, on the HF bands there was not a
large difference hetween the outdoor an-
tennas' performance and only slightly
more difference between the outdoor an-
tennas and the indoor antenna. On the
VLF band, however, the random length
wire was clearly superior to the other
two antennas.

75/80 and 40-m NE602
design
The first DCR tested is the John Dillon
design, which was originally published in
QST' and discussed in Part Lof this arti-
cle. The Dillon design is based on the
Signetics NE602 frequency converter
chip available in the form of a parts kit
from PennTek Electronics in the USA (14
Peace Drive, Lewistown, PA 17044, USA;
Phone: 717-248-2507 - overseas callers
note: normally a recording answers). The
kit contains a printed circuit board and
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Fig. 5. Rear view of the OCR test chassis. Audio stage is on the le1t side, while the tuning
voltage circuit is within the shielded metal enclosure. The main voltage regulator is behind
the tuning voltage box (main batteries beneath chassis). Each test receiver was fabricated on
a piece of perforated circuit board (shown he re with the Dillon receiver mounted). In this
example the audio stage was not needed because it was incorporated in the commercial
printed circuit board mounted to the receiver board.

all of the electrical parts needed to build
the receiver except for the variable ca-
pacitors. These capacitors are becoming
difficult to obtain in the USA, but the
Maplin (P.O. Box 777, Rayleigh, Essex,
SS6 8LU, UK; phone 0702 554171) cata-
logue in UK offers several reasonable
candidates for both RF and LO tuning ca-
pacitors.
The circuit for the Dillon design is

shown in Fig. 6. The RF 'heart' of the cir-

cuit is the NE602 converter chip. The
NE602 contains the local oscillator (LO)
and a transistor double-halanced mixer
(DBM) in the form of a transconductance
cell. This design provides about 20 dB of
conversion gain, good sensitivity, and re-
jection of the LO and RF signal compo-
nents in the output. However, the early
design chip is a little lacking in dynamic
range (a problem reputedly corrected in
the updated NE612 chip). The Dillon DCR

01 S1 6V

,--------ri~'--~rlff_..; 0---0rAA'"~AF PE"K lN4001

Cl cnce C9
110m 3301' 10001> 4101'

Cl0 CII
2701' 1201'

4llm X 3301' 1201' Gap 1501'

1140015_11_ 14

Fig.6. Circuit for the Dillon H.F. OCR.
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Fig.7. OCRdesign based on a commercial passive double balanced mixer (DBM).

uses the balanced outputs of the NE602
(most designs are single-ended) in an ef-
fort to improve AM rejection. Likewise, to
match the NE602 output scheme, the
LM386 audio amplifier is wired in the dif-
ferential input configuration.
Dillon's commercially produced

printed circuit board was mounted on a
piece of perf-board (see Fig. 5 again) that
was cut to fit the space available on the
test bed chassis. In addition to the Dillen
board, the perf-board contained the cir-
cuitry for the RF and LO varactor cir-
cuita and a 7806 three-terminal voltage
regulator to reduce the 12 V available on
the test bed to the 6 V specified by Dillon.
The Dillen receiver ean be used on ei-

ther 75/80 meters, or 40 meters, depend-
ing on how the oscillator is configured.
The performance is optimized for
75/80 meters, according to Dillon. In a
telephone conversation John Dillon told
the author that the 40-meter band was
added later in accordance with the
wishes of the original publisher of the
project. However, despite Dillon's reser-
vations, I found the 40-meter perfor-
mance to be about the same as the 75/80
meter performance with the possible ex-
ception of overload problems due to the
high power AM signals frorn interna-
tional broadcasters found in the 40-
meter band.
The Dillon design proved to be re-

markably sensitive, much more so than I
anticipated. Perhaps that is an advan-
tage of the 20-dB conversion gain of the
NE602.
Criticisms of the design include two

things related to the audio amplifier.
First, there is no volume control. The

level ofthe output signal is controlled by a

1000-Q linear taper potentiometer that
varies antenna signal to the RF front-end.
I found the lack of a volume contro I dis-
concerting, but not overwhelmingly so.
Second, there is a general criticism of

this design and all other designs I built
where the LM386 is used alone for the
audio stage without preampl ification.
The audio gain is insufficient to provide
fcr real1y comfortable listening, espe-
cially when a loudspeaker was used in-
stead of earphones. I believe that this
could be reheved by adding a preampli-
fier stage ahead of the LM386. If the dif-
ferential nature af the circuit is to be
preserved, then an operational amplifier
can be used for this purpose. Several can-
didate op-amps (ar aperational transcon-
ductance amplifiers) are available that
work well on single polarity d.c. power
supplies.
A crude test of this theory proved in-

teresting. I attenuated the output of
Dillon's receiver with a 1000-Q poten-
tiometer to make it compatible with the
input ofthe LM386 audio amplifier that is
used in the DCR test bed. The total gain
of the two LM386s, even with some atten-
uation, was considerably higher than the
gain of the receiver circuit alone. The re-
sult was loud and clear signals that would
not tax a middle-aged, hard of hearing
guy like me. Dillon confirmed the lack of
audio gain'- He told me that he had de-
signed a three-IC version that inserted a
dual op-amp between the NE602 and
LM386 (one seetion was a preamplifier
and the other an audio filter). He stated
that the present design was selected be-
cause of a goal of two-IC simplicity.
My general assessment of the Dillon

design is that it makes adecent weekend

project for anyone who wishes to experi-
ment with direct eonversion radio re-
ceivers. The receiver can be used as
designed, or easily modified if that is
your preference. It is easy to modify for
bands other than the amateur radio
bands because both its circuitry and me-
chanical implementation are straight
forward. It also provides a basis for ex-
perimenting with other variations of the
basic design.

High-frequency DCR
based on passive DBM
The next receiver that I built and tested
was a high frequency design based on the
MiniCircuits (P.O. Box 350166,
Brooklyn, NY, 11235-0003, USA; phone
718-934-4500) SBL-l-l passive double-
balanced mixer (DBM). This mixer de-
vice provides frequency conversion up to
500 MHz, at LO power levels up to
+7 dBm and RF levels up to +1 dBm. For
higher dynamic range performance,
there are variants that accept higher lev-
els in both the LO and RF ports. The cost
of those devices, however, 1S also high er
than the SBL-I-I. If the SBL-l-l is not
easily available, then substitute the
SRA-l or SBL-l designs. A1ternatively, it
1S relatively easy to achieve reasonable
performance using a homebrew passive
DBM (see Part 1 of this series), Such cir-
cuits use toroidal coupling transformers
and hot car-rier RF diodes for mixing. The
RF signal is applied to pin 1 of either
SRA-l or SBL-l devices, while the LO is
applied to pin no. 8; pins 2, 5, 7 and 8 are
grounded. The IF output is found on
pins 3 and 4, and these pins must be con-
nected together for proper operation.
The circuit for this receiver is shown

in Fig. 7. The circuit was built on a piece
of perf-board cut to fit the space avail-
able on the test bed. The RF front-end of
the receiver consists of a 10.7-MHz IF
transformer intended for FM transistor
radios; a Mauser Electronics (2401
Highway 287 N, Mansfield, TX, 76063,
USA; phone 817-483-4422) type 42IF123
was used. FM IF transformers are a little
broad banded (>200 KRz) for this appli-
cation, but are convenient. A higher Q,
narrower band transformer can be built
if desired.
Another problem with the 10.7-MHz

IF transformer is that the tap is not a
good match to 50 Q because the tap
seems to be at a point where the imped-
anee is apparently a couple of hundred
ohms. However, the mismatch did not de-
teriorate the performance so much that it
overcame the convenience ofthe easy-to-
obtain transformer. Optimization of the
circuit requires an RF transformer de-
signed with a 50-Q tap.
The internal capacitor of the IF trane-

former can be disconnected if desired, al-
though I used it as part of the tuning
capacitance for the circuit. At frequen-
cies higher than 11 MHz, however, the
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capacitor will have to be removed. This
capacitor is found in a small external re-
cess in the base of the IF transformer. It
is not easy to 'disconnect' the capacitor
without a lot of work and potential dam-
age to the transformer. The best way to
get t-id of the capacitor is to crush it with
a smaU probe or screwdriver tip. Be sure
to remove the debris to keep it from
shorting other circuits.
The circuit as shown will tune from

about 5 MHz to greater than 9 MHz
when the 440-pF varactor is used. The
total capacitance seen by the trans-
former secondary consists of the internal
capacitor (unless rernoved) plus the com-
bined capacitance of Cl and Dl. This ca-
pacitance is:

I'

You can change the range of the tuning
by using other values of capacitance than
the 10 nF shown. When the 10-nF capac-
itor 1Sused, the total capacitanee is very
nearly the capacitance of the diode.
Other implementations of Cl ean include
combinations of smaller valued fixed and
variable (trimmer) capacitors.
The local oscillator for the receiver 1S

a JFET Hartley oscillator that uses the
same type of IF transformer as the RF
input circuitry for main tuning. The sec-
ondary of the transformer is tuned to
10.7 MHz initially, but this frequency is
modified by the external varactor circuit.
The particular transformer used must be
evaluated so that the tap is closer to the
grounded end than the gate end of the
winding. I found the correct configura-
tion by simple comparison of the d.c. re-
sistance of the segments of the winding
(B-A and B-C) referenced to the tap
(0.3 Q and 0.8Q , respectively). This type
of circuit was discussed in Part 1 of this
article.
The tuning varactor has a maximum

capacitance of 440 pF, but this value is a
bit large for practical use. Therefore, a
series capacitance, which is needed for
d.c. blocking in any instance, is used to
reduce the total capacitance. The same
formula as above can be used for deter-
mining the value of series capacitance
needed for making tbe circuit tune to any
particular range.
The d.c. power supply was the same

12-V supply as used for the rest of the
circuitry. An improved version might use
a +9-V regulator to supply only the oscil-
lator transistor. This design would pre-
vent frequency pulling due to power
supply noise or voltage variations caused
by shifts in load current. If the receiver
had used an tncorporated audio power
amplifier, rather than the outboard style
used here (which has its own 12-V regu-
lator), a separate regulator would have
been indicated.
The output signal, when a 12-V d.c.

power supply was used, was of the crder
of 800 mVpp, so is within the drive range
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permitted by the SBL-I-l.
The IF output of the DBM (pins 3 and

4) is terminated in two circuits. First is
capacitor C2 and resistors R, and R2. Tbis
network forms a 50-Q match to the 50-Q
output of the DBM for high frequencies
(a function ofthe capacitor). The C,IR/Rz
network absorbs any residual LO and RF
signal that makes it past the conversion
process, while allowing the mixer to op-
erate into its characteristic impedance.
The second circuit terrninating the DBM
is an audio LC low-pass filter consisting
of RFCI and Ca. This circuit passes only
those audio frequencies in the normal
communications audio bandwidth below
3KHz.
Tbe audio preamplifier for the re-

ceiver is a two-stage ampl ifier- based on
common n-p-n bipolar transistors
(2N3904 or equivalent). Transistor Tl is
a common base amplifier. It is used be·
cause its low input impedance is a rea-
sonable match to the filter and DBM.
Transistor Ta forms an emitter follower
output amplifier. An active decoupler
(T2) is used in the power supply line of
the amplifier.
Like the other receivers, this design

suffered frorn a lack of audio gain, al-
though this defect was without practical
effect when only headphones were used
for reception. If you would like to try im-
proving the circuit, then try using an IC
audio preamplifier between the output of
T3 and the input of the audio power am-
plifier stage. Also, a higher power audio
amplifier might prove useful.

VLFdirect conversion
receiver
The very low frequency (VLF) bands are

DlRECT CONVERSION RECEIVERS - 2

those frequencies below the medium
wave AM broadcast band, i.e., below
540 KHz. A considerable amount of CW
(morse code) and radio beacon activity is
found in the VLF bands an over the
world. In Europe, there is another broad-
cast band in the VLF region (145-
280 KHz).
The circuit for the VLF DCR is shown

in Fig. 8. This design is similar to Dillon,
and also to one published in The ARRL
Handbook [or Radio Amateurs (1993
Edition)6, although a number of compo-
nent values are changed because of the
changed frequency range.
The front-end of the circuit 1S an

NE602 integrated circuit. In the test cir-
euit, the input circuit is untuned, al-
though tuning can be accomplished by
eonnecting a capacitor from point 'A' in
Fig. 8 to ground. Most readers will proba-
bly wish to use a eombination of a varac-
tor diode and a parallel fixed capacitor,
rather than an actual air variable capaci-
tor, as shown in the inset to Fig. 8. The
capacitor marked C, can be used to ensure
the tuning range of the varactor and Tt:
The RF input transformer (TrI) and

the Iocal oscillator inductor (Tr2) are
0.63-mH trans formers intended for use
as 455-KHz IF transformers. I used Toko
RAN-10A6845EK, available in North
America from Digi-Key (P.O. Box 677,
Thief River Falls, MN 56701-0677; USA:
Phone 1-800-344-4539 in USA and
Canada) as part no. TK-1202.
The local oscillator circuit connected

to pins 6 and 7 is a straightforward se-
ries-tuned Colpitts or Clapp design usiug
the inductance of a 455-KHz IF trans-
former (see above) and a 440-pF voltage
variable capacitance diode ('varactor'). I
used the NTE618 or ECG618 service re-
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Fig. 8. Circuit 10r the VlF OCR receiver.
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placement types for this receiver.
A feature of using an IF trans former

for the LO tuning coil is that the sec-
ondary of the coil can be used as a test
point ('OSC TEST') for rneasuring the os-
cillator frequency.
The output network of the NE602 is

the differential form seen in Dillon ear-
lier. A 47-nF capacitor is connected
across output pins 4 and 5 for AM and
LOIRF suppression. A differential opera-
tional amplifier (IC2) is used as an audio
preamplifier to boost the signal level
about 30 dB. The output of this amplifier
is coupled through CI5 to a non-inverfing
amplifer wi th a gain of 11. This stage
was initially not used, but the audio out-
put proved to be lower than I deerned
comfortable when fed directly to the
LM386 amplifier on the main chassis.
Both operational amplifiers are type

CA3140 BiMOS devices, although it
must be mentioned that the selection
was based on supp1ies on-hand. There is
no reason why any garden-grade op-amp
would not work (the required audio
bandwidth is only 3,000 Hz for SSB and
even less for CW). A cornmon 741 (which
shares the pin-outs of the CA3140), or
any other common op-amp will do nicely.
Keep in mind, however, that the capaci-
tors from pin no. 7 of both IC2 and IC3 are
absolutely mandatory if CA3140 devicee
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are used, and they must be eonnected as
elose to the body of the amplifier as pos-
sible.
The d.c. power distribution in this cir-

cuit is simple and straighttorward. The
+12 V supply voltage is applied direetly
to IC2 and IC3, which are both wired in
the 'single-supply' configuration. In the
ease of IC2 the amplifier is differential, so
one of the resistors goes to +5 V rather
than to ground, as is usual in such ampli-
fiers. In the ease of IC3 there is a resistor
voltage divider (RslRg) used to bias the
non-inverting input. Beeause of this form
of operation, there will be a potential of
about +6 V at output pin 6, so as a result
a coupling eapacitor (C21) is needed to
prevent interaction with the following
stages.
This eircuit performed reasonably

well, but I felt that it lacked some of the
sensitivity seen in the high frequency
versions. In addition, there was severe
interferenee from AM broadeast band
signals at 560 KRz, 630 KRz and
1220 KHz (which station is very close to
my horne). A VLF RF preamplifier and
proper shielding of both circuits solved
the problem. I still intend to experiment
with low-pass filters set to attenuate sig-
nals above 520 KHz as a means for elim-
inating the AM signals.

Conclusion

In the two instalments of this artiele we
have toured the world of direet eonver-
sion receivers, examined their weak-
nesses and strengths and provided some

< "<,
examples of both circuit elements and
complete cireuits. What is left is for you
to design and build aversion of your own.•
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I
RS232 INTERFACE FOR UNIVERSAL

BUS
Design by A Riet jens

THIS is an RS232 extension card for
the Universal 1/0 Interface for IBM

PCs (Ref. 1).The circuil is based on the
COM81C17 UART(universal asynchro-
nous receiver jtransmitter) Irorn
Standard Microsystem Corporation
(SMC). This IC has an on-board pro-
grammable baud rate generator, which
obtains its clock frorn a quartz crystal
oscillator built around three gates in
the 74HCT04 package.
The COM81Cl7 acts as an 8-bit

read Zwrtte device on the bus. The
RS232 handshaking is limited to the
RTS-CTS (request to send - clear to
send) pair, which will be adequate for
most purposes. The status of these
!ines is indicated by two LEOs, 02 and
03. The INT(interrupt request) output
of the le is used as an activity indica-
tor. The INT pin goes low when an 'en-
abled' condition has occurred in the
status register. which can be read by
the computer system via the bus.
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Fig. 1. Circuit diagram of the RS232 interface.
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COMPUTERS AND MICROPROCESSORS

WRITE 0 TO CTRL ADDRESS

WRITE MODE TO CTRL ADDRESS

END

Fig. 2. UART initialization procedure flow-
chart.

Bit Function Description

00 CP1 pin 18 (CP1): 0 = CTS (in); 1 = input
01 1/0 (CP2) , pin 19 (CP2): 0 = output; 1 = input
02 CP2 pin 19 (CP2): 0 = RTS (ouput);1 = input
03 CLK o = internal divider; 1 = divide by 16

04 PE o = no parity; 1 = parity enabled

05 000 o = even parity; 1 = odd parity
06 # of data bits o = 7 databits; 1 = 8 databits
07 # of stop bits o = 1 stop bit; 1 = 2 stop bits

924048-13

Fig. 3. UART MODE register programming.

Bit Function Description

00 pin 18 input pin 18 (inverted)

01 pin 19 input pin 19 (inverted); 0 if CP2 is output

02 TX Shift Empty 1 if the transmit shift register is empty

03 Parity Error 1 if parity error detected

04 Overrun Error 1 if a character is overwritten before it has been
fetched

05 Frame Error 1 indicates wrong format received

06 TX Buffer Empty 1 if the transmit buffer is empty

07 RX buffer full 1 if the receive buffer is full

Remarkably, the COM81C17 is housed
in a 20-pin DILenclosure. The fact that
it has 20 pins fewer than the well-
known AY3-1015D (former 'industry
standard') UART.is mostly due to the
fact that all status signals nor mally
found on a UARTare available as bits
in a status register, rather than legte
levels on IC pins. These status signals
include Tx shift regtster empty, over-
run error, parity error, Rx buffer fuIl,
and a host of others. The baud rate se-
lection pins are also omitted and re- Fig.4. UART STATUS register programming.

924048-14

Fig. 5. Track layout and component monting plan of the circuit board designed for the RS232 interface (not available through the Readers
Services).
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COMPONENTS LIST

Resistars:
Rl;R2 = 2kQ2
R3;R4;R5 = 220Q

Capacitors:
Cl;C2 = 68pF
C3-C7 = 10~F 16V radial
C8;C9;Cl0 = 100nF

Semiconductors:
Dl;D2;D3 = LED, red, 3mm
ICl = 74HCT245
IC2 = COM81C17 •
IC3 = MAX232
IC4 = 74HCT04

• SMC, head office: 35 Marcus Street,
Hauppage, NY 11788, USA.
Telephone: (516) 273-3100.
UK distributors: Golden Gate,
Maidenhead, Telephone: (0628)
783631, Fax (0628) 71120, or
Manhattan Skyline, Maidenhead,
Telephone: (0628) 75851.

Miscellaneous:
K1 = 20-way boxheader.
K2;K3 = tü-wav boxheader.
K4;K5 = s-wsv angled PCS mount sub-
Q connector.
X1 = quartz crystal 5.0688 MHz.

placed by a 'software' equivalent.
Unfortunately, it is beyond the

scope of this article to cover a11pro-
grarnmtng functions of the COM81Cl?
For full details, you are referred to the
datasheels supplied by SMC, or to Ref.
3. Same information is. however, pre-
sen ted to get you starled: an initialisa-
tion procedure flowchart (Fig. 2), mode
and status regtster overviews. (Figs. 3
and 4), the baud rate selection table
(Fig_6), and a BASICprogram (Fig. 7).
The latter provides a useful test for the
hardware by echoeing transmitted
characters. This requires K3 or K2 pins
3 and 5 (dala) to be interconnected,
and pins 4 and 6 (handshaking). Two
jumpers are provided for thjs purpose.
By the way, K2 and K3 are wired such
that they can be connected directly to
IDC-style D-connectors via lengths of
flatcable (a straight pin Lto-ptn 1 con-
nection is used).
A MAX232 (with on-board negative

voltage converter) is used in a standard
configuration to Interface the
COM81CI? to the RS232 peripheral
connected to ~ or K5' As shown in the
circuit diagram. these two connectors
allow the Interface to behave like a
DCE (data communication equtpmenü
or a DTE (data terminal equipment). By
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RS232 INTERFACE FOR UNIVERSAL BUS

'tapptng' the connections between the
COM81Cl? and the MAX232. a TTL-
level se rtal interface 1S created, which
may be used when RS232 levels are
not required.
Finally, the addresstng of cards con-

nected to the universal bus, and the
mies that apply to implementing
read Zwrtte functtons at one address,
are discussed in Ref. 2. •

References:
1. 'Universal 1/0 interface for IBM PCs
and compatibles', Elektor Electronics
May 1991.
2. 'Optocard for universal PC 1/0 inter-
face, Elektor Electronics July IAugust
1992.
3. Databook 4: peripheral chips.
Elektor Electronics publication.

03 - 00 Baud rate

0000 50

0001 110

0010 134.5

0011 150

0100 300

0101 600

0110 1200

0111 1800

1000 2000

1001 2400

1010 3600

1011 4800

1100 7200

1101 9600

1110 19200

1111 38400

924048-15

Fiq. 6. UART baud rate selection.

ADDRESS = &H300
TXADDRESS = ADDRESS+O
RXADDRESS = ADDRESS+O
CTRLADDRESS = ADDRESS + 1
STATUSADDRESS = ADDRESS +1
CTRLBYTE = 8+16+64

10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80 CTRLBYTE = CTRLBYTE OR 128
90 OUT (CTRLADDRESS),CTRLBYTE
100 CTRLBYTE = CTRLBYTE AND 127
110 OUT (CTRLADDRESS) ,CTRLBYTE
120 CTRLBYTE = CTRLBYTE OR 128
130 OUT (CTRLADDRESS) ,CTRLBYTE
140 CTRLBYTE = CTRLBYTE ~ND 127
150 OUT (CTRLADDRESS) ,CTRLBYTE
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
'00
410
420
430
440
450
460
470

REM write transmit buffer
REM read receive buffer
REM write only
REM read only

REM reset tpuart

REM set cts in rts out and internal clück
PARITY = 1 REM 0: no parity
üDD = 0 REM 0: even parity 1: odd parity
BITS = 1 REM # bits per character 0: 7 bits 1: 8 bits
STOPBITS 0 REM 11- of st cp bi t s 0:1 st op bi t and 1: 2 stap bits
CP1 = 0 REM cp1 as cts input
CF2IO = 0 REM cp2 as output
CP2 = 0 REM cp2 functions as rts output
CLK = 0 REM internal clück
MODE = CPl 1 + CF2IO • 2 + CP2 * 4 + CLK '* 8
1100E = MODE + PARITY 16 + ODD * 32 + BITS * 64 + STOPBITS '* 128
OUT (ADDRESS),MODE REM define outputs and transmit format
OUT (ADDRESS),&HFF REM interrupt on all status changes
OUT (ADDRESS) ,5 REM set baudrate to 2400 Bd
OUT (CTRLADDRESS),CTRLBYTE
A = INP (STATUSADDRESS)
CTRLBYTE = CTRLBYTE OR 64
OUT (CTRLADDRESS),CTRLBYTE
CTRLBYTE = (CTRLBYTE AND (255-8-16)) OR 38 REM enab1e communication
OUT (CTRLADDRESS) ,CTRLBYTE
A=INP (STATUSADDRESS) IF (A AND 128) <>128 THEN 380
PRINT A: A= INP (RXADDRESS) PRINT A GOTO 360
FOR 1=0 TO 255
A = INP (STATUSADDRESS)
OUT (TXADDRESS),I
A= INP (STATUSADDRESS)
A= INP (RXADDRESS)
IF A-=I THEN PRINT ' ";A;"
IF A<>I THEN PRINT A;" ";I;" error
A$=INKEY$ IF A$ <> "" THEN END
NEXT
GOTQ 380

REM dummy read
REM reset error bits

IF (A AND 64) <>64 THEN 390

IF (A AND 128) <>128 THEN 410

924048 - 16

Fig.7. BASIC program to demonstrate the operation of the RS232 interface.



I
STROBOSCOPE LIGHT

ca Lt 0022- X
A flash tube control circuit is described wh ich is suitable for
playful as weil as serious applications. The unit has a flash
frequency of up to 100 Hz, and mayaiso be triggered byan
external source.

Design by T. Giesberts

STROBOSCOPE ltghts are very
much in vogue these days, and can

be seen in discotheques and shop win-
dows. but also in the hands of the car
mechanic (actually it is hard not the
see them, the light of the more power-
ful umts having an almost blinding
and dazzling effect).
Where most stroboscope Itghts have

a flash rate of between 1 Hz and 10Hz.
the present deslgn reaches a maximum
of about 100 Hz. Although such a high
frequency is pretty exactmg on the
components used, tt does grve the etro-
boscope a much wider appltcatton
area. Apart from creating exciting light
effects. the circuit may also be used for
mechanical adjustments (car ignttion
systems). or for advanced studles of
human movement (parucularly in 'pro-
fessional' sports training and physio-
therapy).

Block diagram
The block diagram in Fig. 1 should en-
able you to get an understanding of the
operation of the circuit without having
to know the exact function of each and
every component. The dashed block in
the centre of the drawing is the flash
ctrcutt proper. The flash tube, La, is
tnggered in a conventtonal manner.
When the tube ts quenched, triac Tri
acts as an opened swttch, so that ca-
pacltor Cb Is charged by the power sup-
ply via resistor Rb (and Ra). When the
triac is trtggered and starts to conduct,
the rtght-hand side of Cj, ts effectively
taken to ground, whereupon this ca-
pacitor discharges itself abruptly via
transformer Tr. The result is a high
voltage pulse which is stepped up even
further by the igmrton transformer.
The pulse fires the flash tube. which
remains lit unttl capacltor Ca ts dis-
charged. Next. the tube goes out. the
capacitors are recharged, and the cir-
cuit waits for a new trigger pulse for
the tnac.
So far, it all looks pretty simple.

However. there are a few snags which
have gtven rise to a some interesting

ctrcutt details. Since It was destred to
have a controlled amount of energy per
flash, the ctrcutt operates in such a
way that the Flash tube must discharge
a capacitor, the value of whtch allows
the amount of energy to be controlled
farrly accurately.
An unexpected problem is caused by

the chargmg of capacitor Ca. Ir the cir-
cutt ts to achieve a high flash rate
whilst guaranteeing the maximum pos-
sible flash energy, the capacttor must
be charged very raptdly. Thts. in turn.
requires a fairly smal1 value of resistor
Ra. An obvious disadvantage of the low
value of Ra ts that a relatively high cur-
rent flows through the tube once this
has been Itred. Thts Is undesirable,
and must be avoided stnce it can cause
thermal overloading of the tube. The
problem is solved by adding (sermcon-
ductor) switch S. which remains closed
durmg the charging phase, and is
opened as soon as an trtgger pulse ar-
rives. Consequently. the supply ts dis-
connected from the flash tube during
the actual flash.
Two monostable multivibrators are

used to su pply the tngger pulses, and
control switch S. MMV2 supplies the
trtgger pulses, while MMV I acts as a
self-starting oscillator which deter-

mines the flash rate. First. acharge
cycle is started for Ca. via swttch S.
This is immediately followed by an ig-
nition pulse for the triac. Controls PI
and P2 allow the chargtng time and the
flash repeat time to be adjusted re-
specnvely. In practice, things are a lit-
tle more complicated than described
here. A more detailed description will
be gtven further on.
Ftnally, a swttch is shown which en-

ables the Ilashtng to be stopped. Also,
provtston has been made to drive
MMV I from an external osciJIator. In
that case. MMV I functions as a mono-
stable multtvtbrator rather than an os-
ctllator.

Practical design
The circutt diagram of the stroboscope
light. Fig. 2. is a worked out version of
the block diagram discussed above. Let
us ftrst do a quick tour around the var-
ious sub-crrcuits. The flash circuit
proper is easily found because it is
drawn in the direct victntty of the flash

r-----------
Ra I Rb

,,,,,,,
,C,,,,

:",,,, STOP....
s

MMV2

Fig. 1. Apart trom a standard flash tube circuit (shown in dashed outline), the stroboscope
also contains apower supply and a control circuit. When the tube tlashes, the charge current
which flows tnto Ca is interrupted by electronic switch S.
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tube, Lai, transformer Tri and triac
Trt.: The supply ts roughly formed by
the part around DI-D4 and CI-C2,
while the drive ctrcutt conststs matnly
oflCla and IClb. Swttch SI functions as
the 'stop' control; K2 js the extemal os-
cillator input, and swttch S shown in
the block diagram is actually formed
bya tranststor, T3.
The supply vottage is taken from the

matns. and recttfied. This causes a di-
reet voltage of about 340 V across par-
allel connected high-voltage electrolytic
capacitors Cl and C2. The flash capaci-
tor, C4-CS• is charged via four parallel
connected 10-watt resistors, Rs-Rg.
Note that the flash capacitor conststs
of five parallel-connected low-Ioss solid
capa citors for pulsed applications
(Siemens MKP types) - an electrolytic
type wüh an equtvalent value (approx.
11 IlF) would be unsuitable consider-
ing the htghest flash rale of about
IOD Hz.
The flash tube. Lai, requires a ftrtng

voltage of between 4 and 6 kV. This
voltage is supplied as a short pulse by

the secondary winding of transformer
Tri when Cg discharges. The same
pulse. however, also causes a consider-
able current surge through the primary
winding of Tri. Consequently, a rela-
tively high power triac is used - in this
case, a TIC263M.
The drive signals for the tnac (firtng

pulse) and the chargtng swttch, T3, are
supplied by ICI, a double MMV type
74HC221. This IC was chosen because
it has some hysteresis on the positive
trtgger inpu t. This affords a high de-
gree of notse tmmuntty. while the cir-
cuit ts also capable of accepting
extremely low-frequency trtggcr pulses.
After the monotime of ICla has elapsed
(adjustable with Pd, T3 is swttched off
via pin 13. This causes the eherging of
C4-C8 to be stopped. At the same time,
however, IClb ts trtggered. The MMVre-
sponds by supplying a pulse which is
long enough to trtggcr the trtac via TI.
To prevent the flash tube from being

overloaded while still achieving a rea-
sonably high Ilash rate, the chargtng
time control (Paland the flash rate con-

STROBOSCOPE LIGHT

trol (Pd are arranged to interact. This
is achieved by adding the monotime set
with Pa to the time set with PI. In this
way. P2 also determines the flash fre-
quency. PI allows a maximum fre-
quency of about 50 Hz to be set, which
may be tncreased to 100 Hz by adjust-
ing P2. By virtue of the relatively short
chargtng time, the energy fed to the
flash tube remains more or less con-
stant. At low frequencies, P2 has a
smaller effect on the frequency, and
causes a small variation in brightness
when the potentiometer is tumed. If a
flash tube is used which is different
from the one stated in the components
list, it may even happen that the tng-
ger voltage drops below tbe flrmg
threshold, and the tube starts to flash
irregularly when P2 is tumed.
The 'stop' press-key is forrned by SI'

If you use a push-to break switch in
this position. the stroboscope flashes
as lang as you keep the key pressed.
Alternatively. a normal orr/off switch
enables the circuit to be switched on
and off permanently. Components Da

01...06 '"
1N4007

'"
00

,-
ea 0'

"" oe

"
OA5 T

Fig. 2. The blocks shown in Fig. 1 are fairly easy to find back in this circuit diagram of the stroboscope light. In view of their dissipation, both
the charging capacitor and the associated series resistor consist of a number of parallel connected components (capacitors C4-C8 and resis-
tors RS-R8 respectively).
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I GENERALINTEREST

tween C4-C8and the negative terminals
of Cl and C2. Consequently. the gate of
T3 would have to be driven (by ICla)
with a potential which is 300 V higher!
Obviously. that is a totally impractical
requirement. Fortunately. the problem
can be solved in a fairly simple way by
adding an opto-isolator whose photo-
transistor is fed from aseparate supply
line. This voltage is derived from the
mains by rectifier D5-D6. current lim-
iters R3-~. smoothing capacitor C3.
and stabilizer D7. Darlington transistor
T2 acts as a buffer between the photo-
transistor in IC3and the gate of Tg.
Still on the subject of supply lines.

ICI and the triac drive circuit obviously
require a suitable supply voltage also.
Since the current consumption of the
relevant components is too high to en-
able it to be supplied directly by the
mains at reasonable efficiency. a
miniature (0.35-VA) transformer is
used (Tr2).A couple of electrolytic ca-

pacitors and a 7806 (IC4)are added to
give a small 6-V d.c. power supply.

Construction
Before you start building the present
project, seriously consider the follow-
ing point regarding electrical safety.
Most parts in the circuit are at
mains potential. and are, therefore,
extremely dangerous to touch. Never
touch any part while the circuit is
connected to the mains. Always dis-
connect the circuit from the mains
before doing any measurement or
adjustment. Also note that the high-
voltage capacitors retain their charge
for quite a while after the circuit is dis-
connected from the mains. so be ex-
tremely careful.
The artwork of the printed circuit

board designed for the stroboscope
light is shown in Fig. 3. Unfortunately.
this PCB is not available ready-made

and RI8 are added to enable CI3 to be
discharged during the period set with
P2and RI4-CII.

Opto- isolators
Apart from the electronics already dis-
cussed, Fig. 2 also shows two opto-iso-
lators. IC2 and IC3' The first serves to
afford electrical safety by creating iso-
lation between the input of the external
trtgger oscillator (K2)and the rest of the
circuit. Jumper JPI allows you to se-
lect between internal and external trtg-
gering. If you select jumper posttion
'B·. ICla operates as an MMVwith PI ef-
fectively disabled -.Dg protects the LED
in the opto-isolator. and limits the re-
verse voltage to about 0.7 V.
The second opto-Isolator, IC3. has a

quite different function. The control-
ling .of power FET T3 requires an addi-
tional circuit because a voltage
difference of some 320 V occurs be-

,

I)

/
Fig.3. The PCB is marked by its spacious track pattern between C1-C2 and La1. Always keep in mind that most tracks on the board are
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through our Readers Services, so you
have to etch and drill tt yourself (alter-
natively, you may want to have it made
for you). The track layou t is fajrly 'spa-
cious'. The copper tracks in the sectton
roughly between CI and Tri are very
wide because of the high currents they
carry. The connections for potentiome-
ters PI and P2,socket K2.switch SI and
the jumper are located at the front
edge of the board. The rear edge has
the connections for the Ilash tube,
while the fuseholder for FI, and the
PCB terminal block for connecting the
mains cable (KIl, are found at the left-
hand side edge.
A few notes must be made regarding

the construction of the unit. Resistors
Rs through RBmust be mounted at a
hetght of about 1 cm above the board
to allow for their dissipation.
Transistor T3 must be mounted on a
fairly large heat-sink using an insulat-
tng washer and a bush. Given the cur-

rent thrcugh the flash tube. and its
heat dissipation, the connectton to the
contacts provided on the board must
be solid. For the prototype, spade ter-
minals were used of the type found in
car-s. If it ts desired to fit the tube at
same distance from the board, mains
rated cable should be used with good
insulation properties and a minimum
cross -secticnal area of 2.5 mrn-.
The potentiometers must be types

wtth a plastic spindIe. They are fitted
direct on to lhe board using small
brackets. The PCB layout Is such that
vaIious types of matns transformer can
be used. Voltage regulator lC4 is only
lightly loaded. Consequently it dtsst-
pates little heat. and can make do
wtthou t a heat-sink.
Once all components are fitted on to

the board. run a very careful inspec-
tion on your solder work. Also check
the polarity of the high voltage elec-
trolytics. CI and C2. and diodes DI-D4.

STROBOSCOPE LIGHT I
The photograph in Fig, 4 shows the
prototype of the PCB after completing
the solder work and the vtsual inspec-
tion.

A case for a case
The choice of a suttable enclosure for
the circutt will depend greatly on the
nature of the appltcatron. One option is
to fit the flash tube behind a window,
in the same case as the control ctrcutt.
Alternatively, you may want to mount
the tube in aseparate, duly insulated,
case, and connect tt to the control cir-
cutt via a length of insulated cable. For
the sake of safety, the control circutt
must be mounted in a metal case
whtch is connected to the mains earth
line via a good quality mains socket.
Another point that deserves your at-

tention is the heat developed by some
parts of the ctrcutt, notably R5-R8, T3
and the Jlash tube. Keep in mind that

Rl
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GENERALINTEREST

COMPONENTS LIST

Resistors:
Rl;R2 = 150 5W
R3;R4 = 15kO 5W
R5-R8 = 5600 10W
R9;Rl0 = 5k06
Rl1 = 820
R12 = 2700
R13 = 22kO
R14 = 4k07
R15 = 330kO
R16;R22;R23 = 1000
R17;R19 = 10kO
R18 = lkO
R20;R21 = 6800
R24 = 1800
R25 = 18kO
R26 = 180
R27=lk05
R28 = 407
Pl = lMO log. (all A8S)
P2 = 10kO lin. (all A8S)

Capacitors:
Cl;C2 = 47~F 350V (Siemens 843050-

C4476-T)'
C3;C17 = 100~F 25V radial
C4-C8 = 2~F2 400V MKP (Siemens

832650-K4225-J) t

C9 = 100nF 400V MKP (Siemens
832650-K4104-J)'

Cl0 = lnF
Cll;C13 = l~F, pitch 5mm

C12,C14 = 100nF
C15 = 10~F 63V
C16 = 4~F7 63V

Semiconductors:
81 = 880C1500
01-06 = 1N4007
07 = 18V lW5 zener diode
08,09 = lN4148
Tl = 8C639
T2 = 8C617
T3 = 8UZ41A
ICl = 74HC221
IC2,IC3 = IL10 (Siemens)' or CNY65

(Telefunken)
IC4 = 7806
Tri 1 = TIC263M

MisceUaneous:
JPl = 3 PCB pins.
Kl = 2-way PCB terminal block, piteh

7.5mm.
K2 = 8NC socket.
S1 = Press-key w. make contact, mains

rated.
Fl = Glass fuse 0.5A slow, w. PCB

holder.
La1 =Xenon flash tube, e.g., FT-152G

(Display Elektronikal/.
Trl = 6-kV trigger transformer, e.g. 58

16 15 (Conradl'',
Tr2 = Mains transformer 2x9V, e.g,

Fig. 4. Finished printed circuit board with components loaded, ready for mounting into a
meta Ienclosure.

196-757 (Eleetromail)' . For 220V
mains: BV 20 0009 (Hahn),
1090007M (Velleman) or EE20-
0.35VA (Conrad).

Heat-sink for T3.
Two spade terminals, screw-mount.

, ElectroValue, Unit 3, Central Trading
Estate, Staines TW18 4UX. Te. (0784)
442253, fax (0784) 460320.
2 Display Elektronika, Coloradodreef
18, NL-3665 BT, Utreeht, Holland, Tel.
(+31) 30 611855, fax (+31) 30 622024.
3 Conrad Electronie Nederland BV,
P.O. Box 12, NL-7500 AA Enschede,
Holland. Tel. (+31) 53282000, fax (+31)
53283075.
4 Eleetromail, P.O. 80x 33, Corby,
Northants NN17 9EL, England. Tel.
(0536) 204555, fax (0536) 405555.

the heat dissipation increases with the
Ilash rate. Same means of ventilation
must, therefore, be provided in the
case. lf the Flash tube and the control
board are fitted in a stngle case, a
small fan is probably no luxury.
Ftnally, a word about the flash tube.

These devices come in many sizes and
spectfications. Many of these are sult-
able for use in the present circutt, and
there Is no need to insist on ustng the
one mentioned in the parts list {FT-
152Gl, although thts has been tested
by us, and ts known to gtve good re-
sults even at the htghest flash rate.
The temperature of the tube rtses with
the repeat rate set with the poten-
tiometers. This on its own causes ther-
mal problems with some tubes.
Unfortunately, a related problem then
artses: the ignttlon voltage increases
with the device temperature, so that
the tube does not light at every dis-
charge. In particular as regards too
small tubes, be warned that the high-
est frequeney lhat can be generated by
the circuit may result in too much en-
ergy being fed to the tube. This may
eause the lifetime of the tube to be re-
duced considerably. •
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I
READERS' CORNER

CORRECTIONS
Liquid crystal displays
(February 1994 - p. 46)

Same pin nurnbers afIe] in Fig. 1 are
shown incorrectly: pins land 3, and pins 4
and 6, should be interchanged.

Telephone-controlled switch
(January 1994 - p. 58)

The address of Chesilvale Ltd. in the
Components List on p. 60 should read:
Unit 3, Maes Glas Industrial Estate,
Newport, Gwent NP9 2NN;
Telephone +44 (0)633 223 552;
Fax +44 (0)603 223 948.

PRODUCT NEWS

Parallel port data acquisition offers
high performance at low cost

New from Computer Instrumentation Ltd
is the 'Parallel Pad' Data Acquisition
System. Connected to a PC or Notebook
computer parallel port, the 'Parallel Pad'
achieves data acquisition at up to 100 kHz
using a 12 bit converter with program-
mable ranges from ±I 0 mV to ±IO V.
An additional screw terminal block as-

sembly may be plugged in providing 8x4
wire inputs suitable for a range of sensors
including thermocouples, PRTs, accel-
rometers, mV signals and mA signals.
Also provided are 32 programmable logic
input/ourpur channels and lWQ
counter/tirners for frequency measure-
ments, and so on.
Powered from the rnains, 01' iis own in-

ternal batteries, the unit is suiiable for lab-

COMPONENT RATINGS
In resistorand capacitor values, decimal points
and large numbers ofzeros are avoided wher-
ever possible, Small and large values are usu-
ally abbreviated as folIows:

P (pico-)
n (nano-)
~ (micro-)
rn (miLli-)
k (kilo-)
M (rnega-)
G (giga-)

= 10-12
= 10-9
= 10-6
= 10-3
= 103
= 106
= 109

Note that nano-farad (nF) is the international
wayofwriting 1000pForO.001 W.
Resistors are 1/3watt, 5% metal film types un-
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oratory, Iactory 01' field use. A stand-alone
(wake/sleep) data logghing mode then al-
lows the notebook to be taken home. leav-
ing the 'Parallel Pad' to eolleet data under
battery power.
At f445·00, the basic cost inc1udes a

range of software drivers for BASIC,
Pascal, C, and Visual BASIC for
Windows, together with versions of
Computer Instrumentation 's SoftSeope
and Data Logging software.
Computer Instrumentation Ltd, Bld. 110. 3
Woods Way, Goring, Worthing, England
BNI24QY;
Telephone +44 (0)903 700755;
Fax +44 (0)903 700 788.

Let Maplin Electronics help beat the
fuel VATman

With the imposition of VAT on fuel to
corne into operation this month, it is not
wo soon to be planning ways and means of
reducing the household and office tuel
bills. One sure fire way is the implementa-
tion of fuel saving devices and controllers
and it is here that Maplin Electronics can
help everyone to save moncy. The new
Maplin catalogue (see back cover) fea-
tures many cost effective, value for money
products designed with energy saving in
mind.
New from Maplin is the 24-hour Pro-

grammable Timer which has many secu-
rity and energy saving uses. Lights and
radio can be timed to switch on and off
throughout the day and night for security
purposes, and a randorn program mode al-
lows lights to be switehed ar random for
even higher protection.
Also from Maplin is the Digital Time-

switch comprising a battery powered
clock with LC display which controls
power throughout to a mains outlet. The
unit plugs into a standard wall socket in
which position the display and controls are

less otherwise speeified.

Thedirect working voltageof capacitors (other
than eleetrolyticortantalum types) is assumed
to be ~60 Y. As a rule of thumb, a safe value
is about 2x direct supply volrage.

Direct test voltages are measured with a 20 kQJV
meter unless otherwise specified.

M ains (power line) vol tages are not Iisted in the
articles, It is assumed that our readers know
wh at voltage is standard in their parr of the
world.

Readers in countries that use 60 Hz supplies,
should note thatoureircuitsare usually designed
for 50 Hz. This will not norrnally cause prob-
lerns, although ifthe mains frequency is used

easily seen.
Also new is the 7~day Immersion

Heater Controller, a wall mounted uni!
that provides rconomical and convenient
control of eleetric immersion heater sys-
tems. Easily programmable, the controller
allows up to seven on/off switching pro-
grarnmes with automatic everyday alloea-
tion, providing up to 49 on/off settings per
weck. An optional 'boosr' facility enables
instant override for one or two hour peri-
ods.
Also available is a Room Thermostat

whieh fearures easy-to-use eontrols for all
kinds of hearing sysrern. Mounted on the
wall, this thermostat, onee set to the re-
quired temperature, will autornatically
trigger the heating system to come on and
go off in order to rnaintain that tempera-
ture. This unit can be linked to any pump
to control gas, solid fuel or oil fired central
heating, warm air and electric underfloor
Of ceiling systems. The unit includes an
'accelerator' which reacts quickly to
changes in room ternperature so as to
maintain an even level.
All items available from Maplin shops

(including the new Northampton, Milton
Keynes and Slough stores) 01' by mail
order. (Please note: there is a f.I 040 charge
levied on every mailorder to go towards
the cost of handling and paeking. On large,
fragile or heavy iterns, an additional
charge is made to contribute towards the
eost of carriage, up to a maximum of
fS·70 per order).
The Maplin 1994 Catalogue is available

at;[2·95 from W H Smith, R S McColl
(Seotland) arid loeal Maplin shops. Mail
order price UK: f3-45.
Maplin Electroncis, PO Box 3,

Rayleigh, England SS6 8LR; Telephone:
Sales +44 (0)702 554 161;
Enquiries +44 (0)702 552 911;
Fax +44 (0)702 553 935.

for synchronization, some modification may
be required.

The international letter symbo!' U' is used for
voltage instead ofthe ambiguous 'V'. The let-
ter V is reserved für 'volts'.

The size of ametrie bolt or screw is defined
by the letter M followed by a nurnber corre-
sponding lO the overall diameter of the thread
in !TIm, the x sign and the lengrh of the bolt or
screw, also in mm. Forinstanee, an M4x6 bolt
has a thread diameter of 4 nun and a length of
6 mrn, The overall diameterofthe thread in the
BA sizes is: 0 BA =6.12 rnrn; 2BA =4.78mm;
4 BA = 3.68 mm; 6 BA = 2.85 Olm; 8 BA =
2.25 Olm.
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High sensitivity frequency

counter/finder

Quantek Electronics have introcluced a
high sensitivity pocket size frequency
counter/finder, Model FC2000, capable of
measuring frequencies frorn 1 MHz to
2.4 GHz.
Conventional frequency counters typi-

cally have a specified sensirivity of 10 rnV,
whereas that of the FC2000 is <I mV be-
tween 10 MHz and 850 MHz and is typi-
cally 225 uv at 150 MHz. This enables the
FC2000 ro be used für measuring trans-
mitted radio frequency signals as weil as
für laboratory bench measurernents.
The cornpact and rugged design of rhe

FC2000 makes it ideally suited for use by
field service engineers, radio amateurs,
scanning receiver owners für frequency
finding, and counter surveilJance opera-
tors.
The FC2000 has a bright 8-digit LED

display, two gate times, hold function,
charge and gate LEDs, 50-Q BNC input,
internal 700 mAh NiCd batteries, and is
supplied campiere with a.c. mains adap-
tor/charger and telescopic BNC antenna.
The FC2000 costs fl19 + f5 p&p and

is available direct from Quantek Elec-
tranics,3 Houldey Road, Birmingham.
England B31 3HL. Telephone +44 (0)21
411 1821; Fax +44(0)21 411 2355.

Mitsubishi 38000 Series of 8-bit micro-
controllers from Highland Technology

Available from Highland Technology is
the Mitsubishi 38000 Series of 8-bit mi-
crocontroller, which includes general-pur-
pose types as weil as devices designed
specifically for controlling vacuum fluo-

Produced and published by ELEKTOR
ELECTRONICS (Publishing)

rescent and liquid crystal displays.
The controllers are designed for ease of

use and versatility, with ROM, RAM, 1/0
and contra I registers all wirhin rhe same
address space to allow data transfer and
operanon to be perforrned by common in-
structions,
The devices can operate in either sin-

gle-chip mode, accessing only internal
mcmory, or in expanded and external
mernory müdes in which 1/0 ports become
address, data and control lines, mapping
external memory and peripherals.
Further details from Highland

Teehnology, Alben Drive, Burgess Hili,
England RH 15 9TN. Telephone
+44 (0) 444 236 000; fax +44(0)444)
236641.

TOR 1502 Digital Multimeter

The TOR 1502 Digital Multimeter is an
easy-ro-use, hand-held, high-accuracy
meter, all range and funetions of which are
selected by roiary switch and displayed on
a large 23mm31/2 digit liquid crystal dis-
play. Among its Features are: frequency
testing up to 1 MHz, capacitance testing in
five ranges up to 99.9 w; when used in
conjunction with any of the optional
K-type thermoeouples, it has a wide tem-
perature testing range of -20 "C to
1300 °C. With automaue positive and neg-
ative indication, diode rest, over-range in-
dication, overload protection, low bauery
indication, continuity beeper and current
testing up to 10 A, it is panieularly useful
for all kinds of service engineering, test
management and laboratory applicaticns.
The TOR 1502 is supplied complete with
test leads and instruction manuaL

Pull details from TOR Technologies,

Unit 4, Gibbs Reed Farm
Pashley Road
TtCEHURST TN5 7HE
Telephone: (0580) 200 657 (National )
or +44 580 200 657 (llllemarimw/)
Fax: (0580) 200 616 (National]
or +44 580200 61 (j (I//lernariol1al)
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GENERAL NEWS
Piracy on the high CDs

Recent IFPI (International Federation of
the Phonographie Jndustry) figures show
that the number of pirated CDs i1legally
printed 01' iruported inro the UK reached
700,000 in 1992. In 1991 there were
hardlyany.
CD piracy is increasing drarnarically

rhroughout Europe -IFPI research sug-
gests there were 13 million illegal discs in
1991 and nearly 19million in 1992-and
whilst the nurnber ofillegal discs sold in
the UK last year amounted to only 1% of
total sales, that figure is expected 10 in-
crease greatly this year both here and in
Europe.
With the growth of the dornestic and

cornmercial multimedia and CD-ROM
markets, it can not be long before they,
too, become noticeably affected by illegal
c-ounterfeiting - with resultant revenue
loss to publishers, game-ware producers,
film companies, and others.
Disctronics, Europe's leading indepen-

dent CD manufacturer, have sailed to the
rescue with the introduction of a low-cost
and effective counter measure which iden-
tifies the CD as being genuine and also
prevenis a disc Irom being copied. They
have announced their ability to print holo-
grams in colour on CDs. This not only
provides securiiy - it is virtually impossi-
ble to copy a hologram
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ble to copy a holograrn without extrernely
sophisticated (and expensive) equipment-
but the discs also look highly artractive.
More imporrantly, it alJows the cusromer to
identify the genuine product and avoid buy-
ing a sub-standard imitation.
lntegrating this hologram into the CD

has been developed by Disctronics by plac-
ing the optical security information on the
same side as the sound/data track. Ir will
also include hidden optical information for
the independent evaluation requirernents of
the trading standards authorities.
Disctronics is one of the pioneers of the

CD-ROM and multimedia revolution. Last
December, they became the first company in
the world to produce Video-CD (the use of
digital compact discs with film footage) to
the agreed White Book Standard. This al-
lows CDs to be played on all platforrns, in-
c1uding Cornrnodore Amiga CD32, CDi and
Multimedia Pe.
For consumers, this wi U mean that they

can buy any Video-CD player in the knowl-
edge that it will play not only their music
CDs, but also open up the huge range of
Video-CDs which will be coming on to the
market in the next few months - including
fiolms, games-warc and music videos.
Further Information from Disctronics

UK CD-ROM Division, Southwater
Business Park, Worthing Road, Southwater,
England RH 13 7YT. Telephone +44 (0)403
732302; fax +44 (0)403732313.

SWITCHBOARD
Switehboard allows aUPRIVATE READERS of
Elektor Electronics one FAEE advertisement
of up to 108 characters, including spaces,
commas, numerals, etc.. per month.

Write the advertisement, which MUST
relate to electronlcs, in the coupon on thls
page; it MUST INCLUDE a private telephone
number or name and address; post office
boxes are NOT aeceptable.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) ean not ac-
eept responsibility for any eorrespondence or
transecnon as a result of a free advertlsement
or of any inaccuracy in the textof such an ad-
vertisement.

Advertisements will be placed in the order
in which they are received.

Elektor Electronics (Publishing) reserve
the right to refuse advertisements without
giving reasons or without returning them.

FOR SALE. Data base disk of Elektor Eleet-
ronics 1983-1993, DB3 based; ineludes seareh
program; f 9·95. Catt Gary on 081-861-2216.

!HELP! Can anyone suggest a souree of
~10 kV ~20 mA fast diodes for my home-brew
switeh-mode PSU? Phone Alan on 081 800 0982.

WANTED. 27128 EPROMs 21 V. Please phone
(0222) 566 413.

WANTED.lnformation on PCBand sehematie
programs used in Elektor Electronics. Please

ELEKTOR ELECTRONICSAPRIL t994

Increase your electronics
know-how and skills

The speed and intensity wtth whieh eJectronics penetrates our daily Iives
at horne. at work, or in our car. tends to make us forget that we can use
electronics creatively by building destgns with a practical application
and having the satisfaction of a successfully finished project, Elektor
Electronics, which is distributed all over the world, can help you achieve
these goals. Throughout the year, the magazine features original
construction projccts, informative articles and news on the gamut of
electronics, science & technology, book reviews and Information on new
products. The past 11 issues contained 80 major anc1 97 minor
constructton arucles. 21 articles of an educative or instructional nature.
and 10 a.rticles deallng with Seien ce & Technology.
Ifyou wtsh to mcrease your eleetronies know-how and skills. take out an
annual subscriptlon to Elektor Electronics by wriUng or faxing to

World Wide Subscription Service Ltd
Unit 4, Gibbs Reed Farm
Pashley Road, Ticehurst

East Sussex TN5 7HE, England
Telephone (0580) 200657; Fax (0580) 200616

You will then have the converuence of having the magaztne delivered to
your horne, and the peace of mind that you will not miss any issue. The
1994worldwide rates for an annual subseription (li issues) are shown
on page 72.

write to Wittiam Wattace, 934 Sharon Drive,
Lebanon, Ohio 45036, USA., or phone (513)
932-1277.

FÜR SALE. Z80-based computer, keyboard,
monitor, disk drive, documentation, software,
f 150 o.n.o. Catt after 6 p.m. (0905) 353 531.

WANTED. Acorn Atom with disk drive, any
condition. Please ring (0729) 860 224.

WANTED. Epsom FX800eircuit. Pleasewrite
to R. Click, 12 Avon Grove, Cheadle, Stokeon
Trent, Staffs ST1 01 QR.

FÜR SALE. Philips scope PM3217, 50 MHz,
calibrated witt Oetober 1994, with leads and
pouch. f250 o.n.o. Please ring 091 372 0923.

HELP! I need same information about the
Oread program. I need the file 'LiB EDIT' for
3.21 version. Thanksin anticipation. Please write
to Luis M. Pinte, C. de Vila-Nespereira, 4620
Lousada, Portugal.

FüR SALE. PDP 11/23 main frame, 3 RL02
disk, 2 VT320terms, 12 hard drive disks, work-
ing. f2500.n.o. Please phone (0642) 711368.

WANTED. Information/manualW.H.Y. for S.E.
Labs 2001 A frequency response analyser.
Please ring (0602) 372 109.

FÜR SALE. Z8 mieroeontrotter-based single
boardcomputer system EPROM monitor,RS232,
non-volattile RAM from f32. Catt (0642) 480620.

Send this coupon 10
Elektor Electronlcs (Publishing)

P.O. BoX"1414
Dorchester DT2 8YH

England

Block capitals please - one character to each box
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